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  Chapter 1

Introduction  

 A physicist is sometimes described as someone who “solves problems you did 
not know you had in a way you do not understand”. In applied physics, there is, 
however, a fundamental difference in how one sees the world. Firstly, there are no 
‘problems’, only challenges. These are usually well defined from the start, and the 
emphasis is on arriving at a solution that ‘an industrial partner will be able to 
understand’ and one that will be ‘commercially viable’, as I have learned… 

 This thesis focuses on laser based modification of a metallic surface 
which presents the possibility to modify the surface of a metallic sample in a 
way that results in superior properties while being cost effective. As such, 
this approach is of high interest for industrial application. The first half of 
the thesis deals with theoretical predictions of geometry and texture of laser 
treated surface. The second half revolves around a particular industrial 
application to the steel manufacturing, where rolls are used to deliver slabs 
of metal. The industrial applications found in this thesis are centred on the 
improvement of the properties and lifetime of these rolls. Nonetheless, the 
technique and principles described herewith are applicable to a wide range 
of other practical uses, such as 3D printing, tool repair etc. 

1.1   Motivation, challenges and state of the art 

1.1.1   Steel manufacturing process 

The delivery of a metal slab through the steel strip making 
processing route requires many peripheral pieces of hardware, quite often in 
the form of rolls. These rolls vary widely in dimensions and application, 
operating atmospheres and temperatures. For example, during the 
processing of a steel strip, rolls are required for strip forming (hot and cold 
rolling) under high loads, or for transportation. Throughout (strip) steel 
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production, the product is subjected to (re)heating and annealing operations. 
This implies the use of furnaces and in order to transport a strip or a slab 
through such a furnace often requires the use of “furnace rolls”. These rolls 
are in contact with the strip and as such have to withstand the atmosphere 
under which the strip is being processed, coupled with bearing the load of 
the strip or slab being processed, without deteriorating too quickly nor 
adversely changing the product surface with which they are in contact. 
Examples of such furnaces and areas of interest to this work are discussed 
below: 

 
A) Continuous Annealing Lines (CAL) are dedicated processing 

lines with specific atmospheres and the furnace rolls must therefore 
withstand high temperatures (up to 1000 ºC) in a reducing atmosphere, 
exhibit high wear resistance, low creep and distortion. Additionally, the rolls 
must be resistant to elemental pick-up from the strip being carried (e.g. Mn 
and Si). The origin and unique pick-up challenges relating to CAL are 
discussed in detail in Chapter 6. Currently the furnace rolls within 
continuous annealing lines in Tata Steel Europe are applied with bought-in 
thermal spray coatings at great costs. The underlying substrate material is 
stainless steel ASTM A297. The rolls themselves range in diameter and 
length. A typical furnace roll at the CAL in Port Talbot for example can be 
200 mm to 2000 mm in diameter. At the CAL there are 95 rolls in the 
furnace itself and the typical life time ranges from 1 to 5 years. Across the 
annealing lines within Tata Steel Europe, furnace rolls have a surface 
roughness finish of Ra = 3 to 10 µm (cut-off is 0.8 mm) depending on the 
line. The roll operation speeds are typically 0.6 to 5.8 m/s and furnace 
tensions can be up to 3500 N. No rolls are body-cooled, but most have 
bearing cooling.  

For a review of thermal spray coatings currently used in this stage of 
the industrial process a reference is made to Matthews and James [1,2]. 
Since 1970s thermal spraying was in use when addressing challenges in 
steel manufacturing. The current thermally sprayed coatings specifically 
used by Tata Steel as well as a potential laser clad substitute are described in 
detail in Chapter 6. Furthermore, Chapter 6 centres on addressing issues 
faced by industry in this section of the manufacturing process specifically. 
While the rolls are exposed to high temperature, wear and various degrees of 
strain and stress, there is specifically a problem with build-up of material. 
This has been linked to pick-up of manganese oxides. The process is 
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discussed in detail in 6.1 and the rest of the Chapter is mainly concerned 
with finding a solution to this unique challenge. 

 
B) Direct Sheet Plant (DSP) where a 300 m “tunnel furnace” is 

used to transport slabs from the casting section to the roughing rolling mill. 
The rolls used within this furnace are currently water-cooled rolls and 
comprise a steel core on which refractory segments, or “tyres”, are spaced to 
support and transport the reheated slab. As the slab touches the roll and the 
fact that the rolls are constantly heated in the furnace, a large temperature 
difference results from the outer surface to the inner core of the roll. The 
outer surface of the “tyres” in contact with the slab surface is at temperatures 
in excess of 1100 °C, whereas the inner diameter is at a much lower 
temperature and can be at about 70 °C – i.e. over 1000 °C difference. Due to 
the high temperature of the outer part, expansion occurs whereas the cooler 
inner diameter has restricted contraction, in addition it is welded to the shaft. 
This thermal gradient produces high internal stresses that can result in the 
cracking of the inner diameter. Cracking of the outer diameter can also occur 
due to thermal fatigue leading to surface problems on the rolls and the 
product being transported. Additionally, a further threat can come from 
adherence of loose scale from the slab being transported to the outer surface 
the transport roll, made of refractory. Currently the rolls in use are supplied 
by Duraloy, consisting of a proprietary centrifugally cast alloy – a full 
description and study of these rolls can be found in Chapter 5. 

 
The industrial aims and innovations of this project centre on the 

development of new types of high-temperature resistant laser engineered 
coatings for application on furnace rolls used throughout strip steel 
production. Laser surface engineering techniques (laser cladding, laser 
alloying, laser melt injection and laser surface hardening/re-melting) 
embrace a body of surface modification methodologies offering relatively 
thick (0.3 mm to 3.0 mm) coatings. Such coatings have been proven to 
provide excellent hardfacing, wear and corrosion resistant properties to 
inferior substrates together with excellent metallurgical bonding [3–9]. 

The team at Port Talbot, Wales, UK has already developed laser 
surface modification coatings but the development of coatings for furnace 
rolls which are currently supplied by thermal spray coatings requires a more 
fundamental understanding to be linked closely with industrial application. 
This is an entirely new subject area that requires deep fundamental research 
and understanding. 
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1.1.2   Laser re-melting 

In laser re-melting the laser beam scans the surface (of a metal) 
resulting in melting that is followed by a rapid solidification. As the laser 
beam scans the surface it results in a re-melted track, which can be a straight 
line or a spiral, for example. The melting is localised to a well-defined area 
which is defined by the spot size of the laser beam with a known distribution 
of energy density. The depth of the re-melting depends on laser power, P, 
and scanning speed, S and thermal properties of the material [10]. Scanning 
speed and laser power can both be varied. If a larger specified area should be 
re-melted without leaving any untreated spaces some amount of overlap of 
these tracks will be necessary. This follows the same principle as what that 
for laser cladding and the idea is described in detail in the following section 
(1.1.3). 

The rationale for using laser re-melting is a surface modification 
which is simple, fast and cost effective without any consumables. In the next 
section laser cladding is described which is slightly more complex but 
results in an application of an actual (protective) coating. 

1.1.3   Laser cladding 

In direct laser deposition the protective coatings and even 3D objects 
can be deposited on low-cost substrates. The process can be described as an 
addition of material on the surface of a substrate, where the energy source is 
a high power laser beam, Figure 1.1. The resulting thickness of the clad is 
typically 50 µm to 2 mm in a single track. Thicker layers can be achieved by 
building additional layers on top of the preceding coating.  
 

 
 Figure 1.1 – Schematic diagram of the laser cladding process. Taken from [11]. 
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High quality thick coatings with metallurgical bonds and minimal heat input 
into the work piece can be achieved by laser cladding through powder 
injection. For an overview reference is made to [12–15]. 

Due to interaction between many complex physical phenomena 
(such as such as gravity, electromagnetic force, viscosity, surface tension, 
Marangoni flow, dilution with the substrate and directional solidification) 
the complete physical description of the cladding process is rather complex 
and depends on a number of parameters. These are: laser beam spot size, 
laser beam energy distribution, carrier and shielding gas used, powder 
feeding process, geometry of the substrate etc. A detailed review of works 
attempting to model laser cladding is given in Section 3.1. Despite this 
complexity three key parameters can be identified that can be controlled in 
the experiment and strongly determine the geometry of final coating. These 
are: laser power P [W], laser beam scanning speed S [mm/s] and powder 
feeding rate F [mg/s]. These are referred to as the principal processing 
parameters. Previous works has shown particular statistical relationships 
between these processing parameters and basic geometrical characteristics 
of the laser track for coaxial [16], and side laser cladding nozzles [17]. 
 

 
Figure 1.2 – Schematic diagram of transversal cross-section of a single track (top) 
together with a coating formed by overlap (bottom). Taken from [16,17]. 
 
In each single scan the beam is followed by an area of a few mm 

where a rapid solidification takes place. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of a 
typical transversal cross-section of a single track produced by laser cladding, 
as well as how a coating is produced via track overlap. Principal geometrical 
characteristics of the track are highlighted: the width is referred to by w, 
height is H, and clad angle α. This type of geometry is also applicable to 
other types of processes involving moving heat sources such as electron 
beam [18] or electric arc [19]. The final profile of the coating formed by 
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overlap is determined by the width of the clad and its height and the profile 
of the first track, Figure 1.2, where we define an overlapping ratio OR, 
which relates track width with distance D between the centres of 
neighbouring tracks:  
 

( ) /OR w D w= −             (1.1) 
 
OR relates to the fraction of the original track that is overlapped by the 
successive track. 

1.1.4   Metallic coatings for laser cladding 

An overview of different metallic coatings is presented here with an 
aim to select coatings with high hardness and a high temperature resistance. 

The purpose of this review is to select coating candidates for 
increasing the lifetime of annealing rolls in steel production. The criteria of 
importance for long lifetime of the annealing rolls are therefore hardness 
and high temperature resistance to wear. 

While there exists an extensive amount of literature available on 
laser-clad coatings the past work done at high temperature is limited. The 
available literature can be divided into three categories based on 
predominant composition: cobalt based coatings, nickel based coatings and 
other intermetallic coatings. 
 
Co based coatings 

1. Eutroloy 16006 has been tested up to 525 °C offering a good wear 
resistance and a hardness of 500 HV – 600 HV. Coating was 
crack-free and free of micro pores. [20] 

2. Stellite SF6 has a hardness of 650 HV – 880 HV. Preheating the 
substrate to 650 °C or more leads to a reduction in cracking. There is 
a diffusion of Fe from substrate into coating which improves the 
corrosion and wear resistance. [21] 

3. Tribaloy T-800 has a hardness of 850 HV and is generally defect 
free, but is susceptible to surface oxidisation. It is unlikely to be 
suitable for high temperature coating application. [5] 

4. Stellite 6 has been subjected to thermal cycling at 1050 °C which has 
resulted in a change in carbide morphology and in precipitation. The 
hardness 450 HV which improves to 550 HV after annealing. Plasma 
transferred arc welding of this coating has produced more stable 
results than laser cladding. [22] 
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Ni based coatings 

1. NiCrAl (71/18/11 by weight), NiCrAl + zirconium oxide 
(66/16/12/4 by weight) is a high temperature coating with a goal of 
stable operation above 1000 °C. The authors, however, have not 
presented any high temperature tests. [23] 

2. NiCrBSi and NiCrBSi/WC-Ni composite were tested at 500 °C with 
the later showing superior resistance at temperature. The hardness of 
these coatings is in the 900 HV-1100 HV range. [24] 

3. NiCr/Cr3Cr2-30%WS2 shows good properties up to 300 °C, while at 
600 °C the degradation is noticeable. The harness of this coating 
ranges from 1000 HV to 1100 HV. [6] 

4. 35Ni-39Mo-26Si tested up to 800 °C for 50 h. The hardness of the 
aged sample decreased from 500 HV to 400 HV. [25] 

5. Ni (66) Cr (16) Al (12) Zr (3) Y (1) (wt. percentage) works fine up to 
925 K (~650 °C) and ok up to 1300 K (~1000 °C). [23] 

6. NiCrAlY was tested at 1100 °C showing sustained protection from 
oxidisation for up to 450 h. [26] 

7. Mo2Ni3Si has a hardness of 900 HV. [25] 
8. NiCr-Cr3C2/Ws2(Ni-P) has been tested for temperatures up to 600 

°C. The hardness is 1100 HV. [27] 
9. Inconel 690 has a low porosity and a hardness in the range of 1.4 - 

2.5 GPa. [28] 
10. “Ni-base alloy with WC particles” shows promising results of 

application at 1000 °C for rolling steel of 1000 - 1100 tons. The 
hardness is 500 HV. [4] 

11. Ni-Cr-B-Si coating has a hardness of 500 HV to 800 HV. Hardness 
increases with higher concentrations of B, C, Cr and Si. [29] 

12. Ni and steel coatings showing temperature resistance up to 900 °C. 
The authors give an overview of laser cladding and other types of 
coatings comparatively. The application in mind is for casting rolls. 
The coatings show no signs of cracking. [30] 

13. Tribaloy T-800 and T-900 have been tested up to 500 °C with a 
moderate corrosion resistance. The hardness is 750 HV which 
increases to 950 HV – 1050 HV in the presence of Fe dilution from 
the substrate. [31] 
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Intermetallics 
1. TiC/FeAl coating has been evaluated at 400 °C and 600 °C with a 

noticeably better performance at 400 °C. [32] 
2. Cr-alloyed Ni2Si-NiSi; Ni-22.6% Si-5.6% Cr-Bal. by weight. [33] 

 
Conclusions 

Only a few studies have been conducted to date on high temperature 
laser-clad coatings. In most cases where the authors discuss a high 
temperature application the temperatures are well below 800 °C. Never the 
less, a few examples are highly promising both in terms of the temperature 
resistance and also in terms of hardness and wear resistance. 

In the first instance it would be interesting to investigate the laser 
cladding of NiCrAlY [26] as this coating promises resistance up to 1100 °C 
and has been tested extensively. Furthermore, this composition is in line 
with the possible solution towards the aforementioned pick-up problem, 
explored in detail in section 6.1, as can be seen from the literature study in 
section 6.3.2 . 

 

1.2   Structure of the thesis 

 This thesis can be understood as being structured in a number of ways. 
The first division approach can be categorised in terms of applicability as 
follows: Chapters 1 and 2 form the introductory part, Chapters 3 and 4 are 
more theoretical, with the aim to provide models and guidelines for various 
predictions in laser cladding, which in turn is of great use for the industrial 
applications which are covered in Chapters 5 and 6. The second way to 
categorise the thesis is by the section of the steel manufacturing process the 
Chapter relates to: Chapter 5 relates to the direct sheet plant (DSP) and 
Chapter relates to continuous annealing lines (CAL). The thesis concludes 
with a Conclusion and Outlook, References, List of Publications and 
Acknowledgements. 
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In the following, the content of the Chapters will be briefly described: 
 

• Chapter 1 concludes here. 
• Chapter 2 consists of the description of experimental methods 

employed for the sample preparation and characterization.  
• Chapter 3 presents a theoretical model for the prediction of final 

geometry for complex 3D structures created using laser cladding 
along with a comparison to experimental data. 

• Chapter 4 proposes a simple guide for prediction and understanding of 
texture and grain structure in depositions created using additive 
manufacturing along with model-experiment comparison. 

• Chapter 5 relates to laser re-melting and to the DSP section of the steel 
manufacturing process. The topic centres on the microstructural 
properties of the Duraloy Ni-based alloy that results in superior 
performance post laser treatment. 

• Chapter 6 explores the pick-up problem faced by industry in the CAL 
section of the process and offers laser cladding as a solution along 
with a coating candidate based on existing models in literature.  

• Chapter 7 summarizes the main conclusions and recommendations of 
this thesis. 

• Chapter 8 is a list of the bibliographic references of this thesis. 
• List of publications relating to this thesis is presented. 
• Acknowledgments reflect at the past few years and can be found at the 

very end of this thesis. 
 
 





  Chapter 2

Experimental methods 

 This Chapter describes the main experimental techniques and methods used 
in this thesis for preparation and characterization of samples and the evaluation of 
their performance. The experimental parameters used during operation and 
measurement are included. The ‘conventional’ characterization techniques (e.g. 
EDS, EBSD, etc.) are only briefly described, and the reader is referred to specific 
sources in literature for details. 

2.1   Sample preparation  

2.1.1   Laser treatment 

 The laser system consists of a continuous wave solid-state 3.3 kW fiber 
laser by IPG Photonics with a wavelength of 1.07 μm. For laser based 
powder deposition (laser cladding) the feeding system consisting of Metco 
Twin 10C powder feeder, shielding and carrier gas (argon), powder 
injection and 4 axis CNC table. Furthermore the set-up allows for powder 
feeding using coaxial feeding nozzle and side powder feeding nozzles of 
different sizes. 
 The laser beam is always at an angle of 8° to the surface during 
processing in order to prevent back reflections from the metal work piece 
into  the laser optic. The final spot size on the work piece can be controlled 
by tuning defocus which in turns allows for different width of laser 
re-melted or clad tracks 
 Prior to laser cladding and laser re-melting the metallic samples were 
sand-blasted in order to make them less reflective and to improve laser 
energy absorbance. 
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2.1.2   Metallography 

 In order to observe the true structure of the sample several preparation 
stages are necessary. Furthermore, typically for this type of work the interest 
lies in an observational analysis of cross-sections. Therefore, the stages 
involved are cutting, grinding and (fine) polishing. 
 The cutting was done with an abrasive Buehler Delta AbrasiMet cutter 
in order to reduce the samples into smaller workable pieces of interest and/or 
to produce cross-sections. The resulting specimen can then be mounted in 
Bakelite or a conductive (Cu-based) mount using a compression and heating 
in Buehler/Metaserv Pneumet II mounting press. The press creates ‘pucks’ 
30 mm in diameter and a few cm thick with the surface of interest exposed 
on the surface of the mount. The mounting is done as this allows easy 
polishing of the sample and fits into an automated polishing system. The 
first step is always a brief grinding on a sand paper which can also be done 
by hand in order to remove Mounting material traces from the surface of the 
specimen. 
 Following this a full polishing procedure can be initiated. Polishing is 
done in various steps with decreasing particle sizes (down to nanoparticles) 
to remove scratches and obtain a flat surface. After polishing the sample is 
ready to investigate. The polishing was done using a programmable 
semi-automatic polishing machine by Stuers consisting of Tegra Pol-11 
base, Tegra Force-1 arm and Tegra Doser-5 user interface that enables 
programing of the polishing procedure. 
 The typical polishing procedure is summarized below: 

1. 2-5 minutes of grinding with a Piano 220 disk and water as a 
lubricant, an applied force of 10 N at 300 rpm. 

2. 5-10 minutes of grinding with a Piano 1200 disk and water as a 
lubricant, an applied force of 10 N at 300 rpm. 

3. 15-30 minutes of polishing with a Largo cloth and Diapro Largo 
suspension (9 μm grain size), an applied force of 10 N at 150 rpm. 

4. 15-30 minutes of polishing with a Mol cloth and Diapro Mol 
suspension (3 μm grain size), an applied force of 10 N at 150 rpm. 
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5. 20-45 minutes of polishing with a Chem cloth and OP-U/water 
lubricant (final polishing step using nano-particles), an applied force 
of 10 N at 150 rpm. 

6. 10 minutes of polishing with a Chem cloth and water, an applied 
force of 10 N at 150 rpm. This step was done to remove the 
nano-particles from the surface. 

All the discs and polishing solutions were supplied by Struers. In principle 
each material requires a different procedure depending, for example, on its 
hardness, however, with this procedure it is possible to achieve excellent 
results on all materials used in this thesis.  

2.2   Observation techniques 

2.2.1   Optical microscopy 

The optical microscope, Olympus VANOX-T, has a range of 
objectives: 2.5x – 100x and there is a 10x condenser lens inside the main 
body of the microscope thus achieving a maximum magnification of 1000x. 
The microscope has a built in digital camera that allows for taking of images 
and an analysis software that enables to make ‘panorama’ style 
compositions of longer samples as well as measurement of distances on  the 
micrographs. Polarization filters have been used on some of the samples to 
improve visibility of microstructure. 

2.2.2   Scanning electron imaging 

The electron microscopy in this work was done using Phillips XL 30 
ESEM FEG and Tescan Lyra Dual beam (Figure 2.1) scanning electron 
microscopes. 

A scanning electron microscope is capable of producing high 
resolution images by detecting secondary and backscattered electrons. With 
an accelerating voltage an electron beam is generated from the cathode in 
the electron gun. Two condenser lenses and an objective lens focus the 
electron beam to a spot on the specimen. When the beam hits the sample, 
different types of information can be retrieved.  

There are different types of imaging techniques that can be used in 
electron microscopy. 
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Figure 2.1 – The Tescan Lyra microscope can be controlled using a computer 
interface. Optical image; taken with iPhone 5S camera, f/2.4, exposure time 1/30s. 

 
In a secondary electron (SE) microscopy secondary electrons are 

drawn to a collector. The secondary electrons are low energy electrons that 
are emitted from the surface when valence electrons in surface atoms are 
knocked out of their orbital by an incident electron. Secondary electrons are 
emitted in all directions and are all collected by the detector. SE imaging is 
useful for topological observation. 

  

 
Figure 2.2 – Schematic diagram of the principles of electron penetration depth and 
interaction areas relating to various analytical techniques in electron microscopy. 
Taken from [34]. 

 
In back-scatter electron (BSE) microscopy incident electrons are 

scattered on the atoms in the sample. The amount of back scattering depends 
on the size of the atoms in the sample. Sections of the sample that contain 
atoms with a higher atomic number cause more backscattering and appear 
brighter on a BSE-image. This image type can provide information about the 
elements, but has less surface details due to the higher penetration depth. 
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Therefore BSE images are useful for attaining information regarding 
regions of different composition within the sample. The best BSE images 
were achieved with spot size 5 (relates to current setting on the ESEM 
microscope) and voltage typically in the range of 20 – 25 kV. 
These principles can be easily understood from Figure 2.2. 

2.2.3   Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

X-ray analysis by the Energy Dispersive x-ray Spectrometer (EDS) 
provides an identification of the elements present in the sample. When a 
sample area is irradiated with an electron beam, inner shell electrons are 
knocked out of their electronic orbital. This leave a vacancy that can then be 
filled by decay of higher energy electrons through emission of a x-ray 
photon. Each element has its own characteristic emission spectrum. By 
measuring the energy of the X-rays the elemental composition of the sample 
is calculated using the EDS software. The spectrum can be quantified to 
obtain the weight percentage and atomic percentage of every element in the 
sample. 

Furthermore, EDS mapping allows for attainment of a map of 
elemental compositions for each element in a designated area on the sample. 
The EDS detector was EDAX SUTW sapphire in the case of the ESEM 
microscope and EDAX Octane Super in case of the Lyra, with typical 
voltage 25 kV and current of 144 µA and 2.9 nA, respectively. 

2.2.4   Orientation imaging microscopy 

In an electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD), or alternatively 
orientation imaging microscopy (OIM), measurement a flat sample is placed 
in an electron microscope. The sample is usually at a highly 70° tilt angle 
towards the diffraction camera in order to increase the contrast in the 
resultant diffraction pattern. 

As the electron beam scans the surface of a crystalline sample some 
of the electrons backscatter. The electrons that escape from the sample in 
this way may arrive at a phosphorous screen and result in fluorescence. 
Some of these electrons will satisfy the Bragg condition of diffraction 
(equation 2.1) and thus forming Kikuchi bands on the screen which 
correspond to each of the lattice diffracting crystal planes. These bands can 
be related to a specific crystal phase and orientation of the material within 
the electron interaction volume. Subsequently, the individual bands can be 
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indexed by the Miller indices of the diffracting plane which resulted in its 
formation. 

The phosphor screen is followed by a lens which focuses the image 
from the screen onto a CCD camera. The Kikuchi bands can therefore easily 
be read on a computer in an analysis software that allows for the matching to 
the phases. Signal from stray electrons that do not satisfy the Bragg 
condition can be eliminated digitally via background subtraction, thus 
resulting in a clear signal of the bands of interest. The information obtained 
from such measurements also contains details of orientation of the crystals, 
allowing to extract information about sizes and orientations of grains inside 
the sample. For more information about EBSD reader is referred to [35]. 

Orientations can be plotted as two dimensional projections in pole 
figures. A pole figure shows the position of a pole, i.e. normal to a lattice 
plane, relative to the sample reference frame, which can be defined by 3 axes. 
An alternative way to plot the data is using an inverse pole figure, which 
shows the position of a sample direction relative to the crystal reference 
frame. The sample direction is considered by entering indices defining a 
vector by components of the samples axes: Axis 1, Axis 2 and Axis 3 (which 
is typically the sample normal). In this way, a [001] inverse pole figure 
shows which crystal direction in the crystal lattice is aligned with the normal 
of the sample reference frame. . Finally, an image quality map (IQ) relates to 
the quality of an electron backscatter diffraction pattern and it is the sum of 
the detected peaks in the Hough transform, thus it produces an image of 
varying intensity which allows in some cases observation of certain features 
in the microstructure. These types of figures have been used in this work and 
can be understood in more detail by considering the relevant real-life 
examples in the corresponding Chapters 

2.2.5   Phase identification 

Information about elemental composition of the sample can be 
obtained using EDS. With the information about elemental composition it is 
then possible to make a list of candidate phases that might be present in the 
sample. We can then use EBSD where we try to match the crystallographic 
information for these candidate phases with data measured from the sample. 
Together with a list of possible candidates based on EDS measurements this 
allows for a precise phase identification. 
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2.3   Other characterization techniques 

2.3.1   X-ray diffraction 

X-Ray diffraction (XRD) is a technique that enables one to obtain 
information about the crystallographic structure of the sample. The crystal 
structure diffracts an incident beam of X-rays into several specific directions. 
The intensity and angle of these directions are measured and form a 
spectrum. This spectrum is compared with known structures in search and 
match software and thus crystallographic phases can be identified. 

The XRD used in this work was powder x-ray diffraction, which is 
based on the principle of a large number of randomly oriented crystals where 
some of them will satisfy the Bragg condition (equation 2.1) for diffraction. 
The position of peaks in the spectrum has a dependence on Ɵ and λ which in 
turn can be association with crystal planes. With the help of software tools 
containing database of known phases it is easy to identify dominant phases 
in the bulk of the specimen. While this technique is very easy to use the 
limitation is the necessity for a powder sample and the inability to detect 
poorly represented phases. 

 
2𝑑 sin𝜃 = 𝑛𝑛,               (2.1) 
 

The diffraction was conducted using Brucker D8 Advance machine 
with 1.5418740 Å (Cu-Ka) radiation and slit side 1 mm for the source, 3 mm 
for the detector and with the specimen set to rotate at 60 revolutions/minute. 

Whilst this technique was mainly used to assist with phase 
identification on powder samples, it is also possible to use it on a bulk metal 
samples (single piece) provided the sample contains a large number of small 
grains (otherwise the accuracy of this method decreases dramatically due to 
the basic assumptions of the method stipulated above). In this way it can 
also be used to obtain the true lattice parameter of the dominant phase in the 
specimen in order to attain a better quality OIM maps. 

2.3.2   Hardness measurements 

The Vickers Hardness (HV) can be used to quantify the hardness of 
the coating. The Vickers Hardness can be determined using a pyramid 
shaped indenter that is pressed into the coating by a specified load for a 
period of time. This results in a square mark, Figure 2.3. The two diagonals 
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of the square are measured and used to calculate the hardness by the 
following formula: 

 
𝐻𝐻 = 1854,4∙𝐹

𝑑2
,                (2.2) 

 
where 𝐹 is the applied force on the indenter and 𝑑 is the average diagonal in 
µ𝑚 of the square mark.  The formula gives a number with units N/(m2) and 
can be compared with other materials. For hardness measurement a mass of 
0,250 kg was used and the indenter was pressed into the coating for 30 
seconds. With these values the hardness is represented as for example: 500 
HV0.25, which means that the Vickers Hardness is 500 with a load of 2.5 N. 
 The motivation for measuring this type of indentation hardness is to 
determine the resistance of the material to a plastic deformation. It is a very 
useful quantity as one of the criteria for a protective coating is a better 
surface resistance to plastic deformation than the original substrate. 
 

 
Figure 2.3: A schematic diagram showing the principle of hardness measurement 
based on indentation. Taken from [36]. 

2.3.3   Surface roughness measurements 

Confocal microscopy is a technique able to construct a 3D image of 
an object's surface. In this work a spinning-disk confocal microscope was 
used [37]. The basic principle underlying confocal microscopy is based on 
the principle that an image is combined from multiple images from which 
only the in-focus regions are maintained. The position of the intensity peak 
of the reflected beam gives information about the height of the points that 
are in focus. 
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The roughness of the surface can be determined from the 3D 
information obtained from the confocal microscope. The software is able to 
calculate different roughness parameters on a line or area. In this work 
profile roughness parameter Ra was always used. Ra is the arithmetic 
average of roughness values measured as deviations (such as peaks and 
valleys) from a mean line that can be selected for an arbitrary length. In this 
type of average if n numbers are given, each number denoted by ai (where i = 
1,2, …, n), then the quantity Ra is the sum as given by formula 2.3: 
 
𝑅𝑎 = 1

𝑛
∑ |𝑎𝑖|𝑛
𝑖=1              (2.3) 

2.4   Furnace experiments 

Some of the work in this thesis required thermal exposure for the 
samples prior analysis. Different conditions with regards to temperature, 
static vs. dynamic and atmospheric control were required for different 
projects. These are elaborated in detail in the relevant chapters. 

The tests done in static conditions were conducted inside a closed 
furnace (Thermoline) capable of achieving and maintaining temperatures of 
at least 1200 °C. 

Rolling contact tests were carried out at Twente University in the 
Tribology group. In this test two discs are in contact while simultaneously 
moving. It is possible to specify custom values for both the speed and 
direction of each disc, thus allowing for a possibility of both reversal and 
slipping, although neither was used in this work. The discs are in a 
perpendicular contact, where the load can be applied with a lever that is held 
in place via a tightened screw. The load and temperature are measured 
electronically and the set up allows for a controlled atmosphere, Figure 2.4. 
 

 
Figure 2.4: Test set-up for rolling contact test in Twente University. 





  Chapter 3

Prediction of coating geometry in laser 
cladding 

 Being able to predict the final geometry of the laser clad coatings is of a great 
practical interest, in particular for the hot topics of 3D printing. This Chapter 
presents a versatile model for the prediction of a geometry of laser clad depositions 
formed by overlap of individual tracks and layers as a 2D cross-sectional model 
that can be used for prediction of 3D structures. This model is able to achieve 
physically sound predictions of the geometry of a deposited material based entirely 
on experimental parameters that can be easily adjusted during the deposition 
process. 

3.1   Introduction 

  Correlation between cladding/welding process parameters and 
defining features of single clad tracks have been reported in several studies, 
such as a back propagation network technique which has been applied to 
model weld bead geometry in gas metal arc welding process [38]. The 
effects of input variables on the geometry of the weld were studied in 
submerged arc welding using a full factorial design matrix [39]. Regression 
relations between the processing parameters and clad characteristics were 
attained using a mapping technique for the graphical representation of clad 
profile produced. 

If we consider that the laser cladding process is based on heat 
transport among the laser beam, the substrate and powder, and mass transfer 
between the powder flow and the molten surface we arrive at the conclusion 
that in order to describe the process for practical applications  it might be 
useful to define so-called combined parameters [40]. Sets of ‘combined 
parameters’ have been proposed and tested to correlate laser cladding 
processing parameters to the final laser track width and height for coaxial 
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and lateral geometry of the powder feeder [12,41,42]. Furthermore, for 
example, the influence of main parameters on single bead geometry in 
hybrid layered manufacturing was investigated by Suryakumar et al. [43]. 
From these studies it follows that for an entire family of powder deposition 
techniques it is possible to find correlations that predict the height and width 
of a single deposited track over a wide range of the processing windows. 
Furthermore in order to improve the understanding of the process for 
predicting the characteristic geometrical features several models were 
developed for laser powder deposition [12,44–47]. 

This leads to the main quantities which can be expressed as follows: 
the amount of powder supplied per unit length of the laser track F/S and the 
total heat input per unit length of the laser track P/S. It has been shown 
experimentally that over a wide range of processing parameters the clad 
height, H, depends linearly on the F/S parameter with the laser power having 
a minimal effect (on the height in comparison to F/S). Likewise, w, of the 
laser track linearly depends on P/√S. These empirical dependencies were 
observed for both side and coaxial cladding setups with high values of the 
correlation coefficient (R > 0.9) for cladding of Ni and Co based coatings on 
iron base substrates, see in particular references to the previous PhD work in 
our group executed by Uzi de Oliviera [17,16]. 

Experimental and model observations have confirmed these 
dependencies for a wide range of cladding and substrate materials [48,49]. 
The shape of the cross-section profile of a single track is, however predicted 
in none of these approaches. In some research the shape is simply assumed 
to be part of a known function [19,42,43,50–52]. Furthermore, many 
additional functions have been selected and tested for the purpose of 
comparison with experimental results [38,53,54]. Overall, the most 
commonly used geometrical shapes could be generalised as parabolic, arc, 
trigonometric or elliptical functions [53]. Until our model there was no 
unique functional form that could predict the shape of transversal 
cross-section of single clad track for all, or even a specific cladding process. 
Parabolic, arc and sine function shapes fit best with experimental 
observations of clad shapes based on wide range of processing parameters. 
Elliptical functions on the other hand are appropriate for very wide tracks 
which might, for example, be formed during laser cladding with scanning 
optics [55]. Generally speaking, the bead shape depends on the interplay of 
several physical phenomena such as gravity, electromagnetic force, 
viscosity, surface tension, Marangoni flow, dilution with the substrate and 
directional solidification. For this reason the calculation of the final shape 
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becomes very difficult. Prediction of the profile shape of a whole coating 
formed by overlap of individual tracks then becomes even more complicated. 
Li and Ma [50] proposed an additive model where the resulting coating 
profile is calculated in each cross-section point as a simple addition of 
individual profiles mutually shifted by a factor w(1 − OR). Figure 3.1a 
shows the example of this model calculated for coatings formed by 
overlapping of parabolic shape of single track with H/w ratio of 0.2. 
 

 
Figure 3.1 – Transversal cross-section profiles modelled by: a) Simple additive 
model [50] for different overlaps using parabolic shape of a single track with H/w 
ration of 0.2, b) Geometrical filling model [19]. Scales in horizontal and vertical 
direction are different. 

 
Such an approach can be rejected because of the unrealistic waviness 

at the top of the coating profiles as well as at the side slope of the last 
overlapping track. This prediction is unrealistic due to surface tension of the 
melt pool, which does not allow for such waviness. Furthermore, in this 
model the cladding angle α is not changed with geometrical overlap when 
comparing the first and the last track. Modification of the cladding angle 
during overlap has been observed experimentally and linked with the 
formation of an inter-run porosity [56]. Example of another geometrical 
model present in the literature is schematically shown in Figure 3.1b. 
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Material from the overlapped area ABC is used to fill the area CDE between 
adjacent tracks. 

The aforementioned models therefore do not sufficiently predict the 
final coating height, surface waviness and final cladding angle from the 
shape of single track and overlap ratio. In the past the overlapping factor, 
which determines the coating height and waviness without inter-run 
porosity, has always been derived indirectly from experiments. 

There is another group of models of laser cladding process which try 
to model all physically involved processes, involving some approximation 
in equations and solve these numerically, for example see Qi et al [57]. 
These models try to give full theoretical prediction based on combination of 
physical phenomena [13, 26]. For instance, a model where the attenuation of 
the laser power due to incoming powder during cladding is taken into 
account with a consideration of a clad geometry [45]. Several authors have 
attempted to give a 3D analytical solution to compute clad geometry by 
comparing various physical process [12,58–61]. Further models have tried 
correlating laser power with clad mass by considering energy distribution in 
laser cladding [62] or using 2D finite element model to consider melting of 
powders in liquid pool [44]. Limitation of these is their high complexity, that 
they are numerically demanding, limited in input of the whole process 
window and that they do not show always a good agreement with 
experiment. 

3.2   Recursive model 

The model presented here does not constitute all physically present 
processes in details, considering that they simply result in a particular shape 
of a clad track. 

3.2.1   Model assumptions  

Here a simple geometrical model for track overlapping is presented, 
in which each track is added recursively onto the previous one for any 
overlap ratio OR of the tracks. In the formulation of our model for track 
overlap the following assumptions are made: 

i. The width of the track is controlled by the dimensions of the energy 
source (in case of laser cladding by the width of laser beam) and 
stays constant during the track overlap; 
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ii. The character of the track profile shape is controlled by physical 
factors such as viscosity, surface energy of the melt, gravitational 
force, etc. and is not changed by overlap; 

iii. The amount of the clad material is constant during successive 
cladding tracks. 
 
All of these assumptions have a sound physical base in our 

knowledge of the cladding process. In the first assumption the width of each 
track profile is stable. Physically, this parameter is controlled by the size of 
the heat source (laser beam spot size, electron beam spot size etc.). In ii we 
do not assume any particular shape of the single track; instead, we expect 
that if a single track has for example an arc profile, then every overlapped 
track will also have an arc curved profile. The final assumption is simply 
stating that the powder efficiency is not changed during the cladding 
process. This is not always true because the first track is clad on a flat 
surface, whereas all others are clad into a corner formed by slope of the 
previous track and a flat substrate. In addition, the temperature of the 
substrate may rise during the cladding process, especially when the mass of 
the substrate is low. As will be discussed later, all these cases may easily be 
incorporated into the model presented. 

3.2.2   Mathematical formulation 

For an explanation of our mathematical formulation, reference is 
made to Figure 3.2. Here, the width of the single track w is defined by the 
distance between points A1 and B1 on a horizontal axis. The profile of the 
first track is given by a known function F1. A hypothetical position of the 
second, ‘shifted’ laser track with the same profile as F1 is marked by a 
dashed profile between points A2 and B2.  
 

 
Figure 3.2 – Schematic representation of the model showing how a profile of 
coating formed by overlap of successive cladding tracks is calculated. 
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The overlap ratio OR is defined as the distance between points A2 and B1 
divided by the track width w. The profile of the second overlapped track F2 
has to be found on the base of function F1 and physical assumptions made 
above. Similarly, all other profiles are calculated recursively on the base of 
the previous one. 

It is assumed that function F1 has an integral over an interval (A1, B1) 
and that this function is equal to zero outside of this interval. Let z = (1-OR). 
Positions of the left point and the right point of n-th track on horizontal axis 
are: Ai = wz(i-1), Bi = w+wz(i-1), i = 1, 2 …n . Profile of Fi starts always on 
the previous profile Fi-1 at point Ai: 
 

1( ) ( ) 2,3...i i i iF A F A for i n−=         =           (3.1)  
 
the profile of Fi goes to zero at point Bi: 
 

( ) 0 1,2,...i iF B for i n=        =            (3.2) 
 
and finally, the amount of the material added in i-th track is the same as in 
the first track. Therefore: 
 
∫ 𝐹𝑖 𝑑𝑑 = ∫ 𝐹1

𝐵1
𝐴1

𝐵𝑖
𝐴𝑖

𝑑𝑑 + ∫ 𝐹𝑖−1 𝑑𝑑       𝑓𝑓𝑓         𝑖 = 2, …𝑛𝐵𝑖−1
𝐴𝑖

      (3.3) 
 
The right side of eq. (3.3) represents the amount of new material added, plus 
material from previous track inside the overlap zone. Equations (3.1)-(3.3) 
are sufficient for model calculations when the functions Fi are functions of 
the same type determined by 3 parameters.  

The model allows for a substitution of any function that satisfies the 
above criteria and is thus highly versatile. Parabolic functions 

2
i i i iF a x b x c= + + , 0iF = for ( , )i ix A B∉ are a typical example. In this 

example: a1 = -4H/w2, b1 = 4H/w and c1 = 0. All subsequent functions Fi 
that define the whole coating profile between Ai and Bi , i = 2, 3 …n may be 
recursively calculated using equations (3.1)-(3.2). Parabolic shape for the 
functions Fi  results in a simple linear system of equations for coefficients ai, 
bi and ci, i=2, 3 …n. In our calculations we modelled the following four 
types of shapes, which are the most frequent functions to describe the shape 
of a single track mentioned in the literature: parabolic [38,43,53,55], arc 
[19,51,52,54]: 
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2 2( ) ( ) , ( ) 0; (i i i i i i iF x r x a b F x x A= − − −      =     ∉ ,Β )                       (3.4) 

Sinusoidal [54]: 

( ) .sin( .( ) / ), ( ) 0; (i i i i i i iF x a x b c F x x Aπ= −      =     ∉ ,Β )        (3.5) 

and elliptic [38]: 

2 2( ) . 1 ( ) / , ( ) 0; (i i i i i i iF x b x m a F x x A= − −      =     ∉ ,Β )                     (3.6) 

Solving recursive equations (3.1)-(3.3) for the last three shape functions 
requires finding a solution for transcendental equations. In our calculations 
we used a Matlab code which offers numerical tools for solving sets of linear 
equations, iterative solving of transcendental equations, and allows to plot 
calculated profiles. It should be noted that elliptic and arc shapes are very 
sensitive for high overlap ratios (OR > 0.8). In a combination with high H/w 
ratios (> 0.3) iterative method does not always offer a reasonable solution 
for these two functions. These parameters, however, are very extreme cases, 
far from normal practice. Calculation and plotting of the profiles even with 
high overlapping takes only a few seconds on a current generation PCs. 

3.2.3   Model properties  

 Figure 3.3 shows the results of the model calculations for three 
different shapes, five overlap ratios and for H/w ratio equal 0.25. Figure 3.3 
clearly demonstrates that all selected functions give a realistic shape of the 
coating profile for a wide range of overlaps. The same calculations were also 
performed for other H/w ratios from interval (0.05 – 0.3). It was clearly 
observed that the model is able to predict experimentally observed variation 
of clad geometry with track number [63]. However, for all ORs after a few 
tracks a stable height and waviness is achieved. This means the recursive 
model always converges to a stable shape of the coating profile, described 
by the functions Fi(x) (i >>1) which differs from track to track only by a 
constant shift in horizontal direction. Speed of convergence depends on OR 
and it is faster for low ORs.  Figure 3.4(left) shows how the relative coating 
thickness, defined as max(Fi(x)) (i>>1) divided by the height of the first 
track H, changes with OR for different shape functions.   
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Figure 3.3 – Overlap profile shapes calculated for three different shapes of single 
track and three different ORs. H/w ration is 0.25 for all three shapes. 

The hyperbolic increase of the relative coating height with 
increasing overlap ratio is typical for all shape functions selected. The use of 
parabolic and arc shape functions in recursive model results in almost the 
same values of coating height. The sinusoidal model gives slightly smaller 
values and elliptical shape of single track results in heights that are roughly 
15-20% higher than those for parabolic and arc shapes. It is interesting to 
note that results shown in Figure 3.4 lead to the conclusion that in order to 
obtain an effective coating thickness (thickness after machining away the 
surface waviness) that is larger than the height of a single track, the overlap 
must exceed 40 %. Overlap of 67.5 % is required to achieve a double 
effective thickness in comparison with the height of a single track. 

 
Figure 3.4 – Left: Dependence of relative height of recursive model coating on OR 
calculated for four different track shape profiles and comparison with prediction 
by additive model [19]. 
Right: Dependence of relative coating waviness on OR in additive [50], filling [19] 
and in recursive model coatings for four different track shape profiles. 

 
In Figure 3.4(right) the relative surface waviness is shown as a 

function of OR for all the shapes investigated and compared with relative 
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surface waviness predicted by the additive model [50]. The relative surface 
waviness of the coating is defined here in accordance with previous studies 
[64] as: (max(Fi(x))- min(Fi(x)))/max(Fi(x) (i>>1). Figure 3.4(right) clearly 
shows that in the recursive model surface waviness decreases monotonously 
with OR, which is not the case in the additive model. It is important to note 
that both quantities studied in Figure 3.4, that is, relative coating height and 
relative coating surface waviness do not depend on H/w ratio for all four 
selected shapes of single track profiles. 

 Next, we investigate the convergence in the recursive model. We 
selected the parabolic shape of single track to study how fast the recursive 
calculation process converges to a stable shape for Fi , which means that the 
shape of the function is not changed for higher i, there is only a constant 
horizontal shift w(z-1) between Fi and Fi-1. As a criterion for convergence 
we choose a relative value of 10-3. Results of this convergence study are 
summarized in Figure 3.5. 

 
Figure 3.5 – Dependence of convergence number, final shift of the maximum and 
final clad angle as a function of overlap ratio for parabolic shape of a single track.
  
The hyperbolic dependence of convergence number as a function of 

OR shows the number of recursive calculations of parabolic shapes Fi, after 
which the (max(Fi(x))- min(Fi-1(x)))/max(Fi(x)), and the relative distance 
between neighbour peak positions does not change more than ±10-3. This 
number is smaller than 5 for ORs smaller than 0.5, but it increases rapidly 
for ORs larger than 0.7. Expressing this number as a horizontal distance 
from the starting point, it oscillates around 2.4w. It can be concluded that for 
parabolic track the final shape of the coatings is always achieved at a 
distance of 2.4w from the start of the clad.  
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The linear dependence in Figure 3.5, referred to as a maximum shift, 
shows how the x coordinate of the n-th peak is shifted after convergence 
from the position of the beam centre of this track:  w/2+wz(n-1). This shift is 
again shown as a relative number, normalized by the track width w. It is 
clear that the shift of the peak is negative, so the maxima are always shifted 
to the direction of the previous track. The shift goes linear with the overlap 
ratio and it may achieve -35% of w for OR = 0.7. Again, the two quantities 
mentioned above, convergence number and maximum shift, do not depend 
on the H/w ratio. On the other hand, the clad angle α shows a strong 
dependence on the H/w ratio.  Two examples are shown in Figure 3.5 for 
H/w = 0.1 and 0.3. Single parabolic track with H/w  = 0.1 has α = 158.2º. 
Recursive coating after convergence shows α being even larger for ORs 
smaller than 0.55. Further, the cladding angle rapidly decreases. A similar 
situation is observed for α when H/w = 0.3. Cladding angle is slightly larger 
than at the start (129.8º) until OR = 0.55, it than decreases and for OR > 0.7 
it is approaching the critical values 110-120º, where an inter-run porosity in 
laser cladding is frequently observed [14,56,63]. Prediction of cladding 
angle as a function of processing parameters, including OR, is subject of 
scientific and technological interest and large industrial application [65].  

3.2.4   Experimental comparison of the recursive model 

The validity of the Recursive model was tested by laser cladding 
experiments for a range of overlap ratios. The laser cladding was conducted 
with a stainless steel powder, Höganäs 3533-00 specifically developed for 
laser cladding technology, onto a stainless steel 304 substrate bar with 40 
mm in diameter. 
 The experiments were conducted using both coaxial and lateral 
powder feeding nozzles [42]. For the lateral cladding, nozzles with a small 
and large opening were used. Bar rotation speed was selected to work with 
both a 5 and 15 mm/s laser beam scanning speeds at the bar surface. The 
laser power was varied in the range between 800 to 1800 W. Defocus of the 
laser beam was tuned to obtain a single laser track width of slightly more 
than 3 mm, with the beam focusing point 23 mm over the substrate surface. 
Powder feeding rates were selected in relation to the laser beam scanning 
speed in such a way that a H/w ratio close to 0.3 is achieved for the slower 
speed and 0.1 for the high speed, respectively. Laser cladding was realized 
to produce first a single-track followed by a coating deposit (approx. 13 mm 
wide). Approximate width and height of the single laser track was measured 
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by the slide calliper on the single-track deposit and the speed of the CNC 
table was settled to achieve ORs of 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.8.  
  

 
Figure 3.6 – Photograph of the individual laser clad deposits with marked intended 
ORs on the bar (40 mm in diameter). Deposits prepared by lateral cladding using 
cladding speed of 5 mm/s. 

 
Figure 3.6 shows the results of a typical laser cladding experiment. 

Five deposits are visible with marked intended OR. Each deposit is on its left 
side forerun by a single track for later precise characterization of single track 
geometry. Temperature of the bar was continuously monitored by a 
contactless pyrometer. A new deposit together with its single track forerun 
has been clad at the same bar temperature (~ 90 ºC) in order to keep the 
cladding conditions similar for all five deposits. No control or optimisation 
feedback loop was used during the laser cladding experiments. Each deposit 
was prepared with a constant set of processing parameters. 

The final accurate measurements of laser track and coating profiles 
were realized after transversal cuts and metallography sample preparation in 
a calibrated optical microscope. The surface waviness measured on the 
transversal cross sections of the coatings was also checked by direct 
confocal microscope observations of coatings surfaces. 

3.2.5   Results and discussion of the recursive model – experiment comparison 

 In the first part of our experimental study the aim was to examine 
which shape function fits the profiles of our single tracks best. For that 
reason, after measurement of width w and height H of each single laser track 
preceded a coating we measured the height profile of the track in 
approximately 15-17 points along the track width and compared these 
values with the calculations for theoretical profiles (parabola, arc, sinus and 
ellipse) using the same width w and height H. Residuals between 
experimental values and theoretical profiles were calculated and compared 
for each theoretical shape.   
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 Results of this analysis for one particular track with H/w = 0.22 
prepared by lateral nozzle cladding with the speed of 5 mm/s are shown in 
Figure 3.7. From the residuals plotted in the lower part of this figure, it is 
clear that in this case the parabolic shape of the fitting function gives the 
smallest residuals, followed by the arc and sinus shapes. On the other side 
the elliptical shape gives the highest residuals biased always in a negative 
value. We analysed 18 of such profiles prepared by lateral cladding using 
low and high laser beam scanning speed and for each measured profile we 
ranked four fitting shapes according to sum of squared errors of prediction. 
Number 1 was assigned to the function with smallest sum and number four 
to the function showing the largest sum. Table 3.1 shows an average of this 
ranking for all 18 tracks. Table 3.1 clearly shows that the parabolic shape is 
the most suitable to describe the shape of the majority of laterally cladded 
single laser tracks with H/w ratio between 0.05-0.25.           
 

 
Figure 3.7 – A measured clad profule shape from an experiment plotted against 
functions used in the recursive model. Residuals are shown in the lower part of the 
image. Inserted is a real cross section image of the single track prepared by lateral 
cladding with the scanning speed of 5 mm/s. 
 

Shapes described by arc and sinusoidal function are on average the second 
best choice and the elliptical function correlates only poorly with 
experiments. The situation is similar for coaxial cladding single tracks, but 
in this case a parabolic function is immediately followed by a sinusoidal 
function. Arc and elliptical functions are less favourable and an elliptical 
function is in this case also the poorest representation of the shape of a 
coaxial single laser track. 
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Table 3.1 – Average residuals ranking and their relarive values (Res in %) for four 
different fitting functions for single laser track by lateral and coaxial laser 
cladding. Number of tested tracks and range of H/w ratios is mentioned for each 
type of cladding. 

 
 

Generally speaking, the parabolic function predicts the clad 
geometry most accurately for a range of different parameters while the 
elliptical function is always the most inaccurate. This observation is in 
agreement with result presented in [38], where parabolic and elliptic shape 
of gas metal arc weld track were evaluated using an agreement between 
measured and calculated track areas. Note that this situation could change 
when a very wide laser track, prepared by cladding with a laser beam 
scanning optic [55], would have been analysed using this approach. It 
should also be noted, that none of the above four selected functions should 
be appropriate to describe profiles formed on an inclined substrate or the 
recently observed laser tracks clad on vertical surfaces [64]. On horizontal 
surfaces, however, parabolic and arc functions have already been shown to 
very well describe a single track profile [19,38,43,54]. An interesting result 
is that shape of the single laser track formed by lateral and coaxial nozzle is 
not the same, as proved by a different shape functions ranking show in Table 
3.1. The parabolic function is still the best to describe coaxial laser track 
profile but it is followed by a sinusoidal in contrast to laterally cladded laser 
track, where arc shape is the second best alternative. Sinusoidal shape was 
also evaluated as the best shape for GMA welding tracks[53].      
 

 
Figure 3.8 – Comparison of experimentally observed profile of a single track and 
coating prepared by coaxial cladding and calculated profile (black overlay) using 
parabolic shape function, H/w = 0.28 and OR = 0.55. 

 
The above analysis can be extended to an entire coating. Figure 3.8 

presents a visual comparison of experimentally observed single track (left 
side) and corresponding coating (right side) prepared by coaxial cladding 
using scanning speed of 5 mm/s and OR = 0.55. The observed single track 
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and coating profile is overlaid by a parabolic shape function and recursively 
calculated coating profile, respectively. For the recursive model we used the 
parabolic shape function with H/w ratio 0.28, estimated from H and w values 
measured on a single track. This image overlay allows for a direct 
comparison between model and experimental observation. A near perfect 
match with the experiment can be seen. A small mismatch at the beginning 
and at the end of clad coating can be accounted for due to gradual increase in 
the substrate temperature from a constant energy input during laser 
cladding. This affects the powder intake efficiency, which is likely not a 
constant, but gradually increasing during the process and achieves a 
saturated value when cladding on a massive substrate [63]. Although a 
gradual increase of powder in-take efficiency is quite small in our 
experiment, it can be more significant in experiments where smaller 
substrates or much longer processing times are used. Changes to the shape 
and size of the melt pool, caused by changes in the heat extraction efficiency 
of the underlying material, will affect both the powder intake efficiency and 
effective laser radiation absorption coefficient, i.e. changing the overall 
material deposition rate [14]. For these cases our recursive model can be 
slightly modified in eq.(3.3), where first integral on the right side can be 
multiplied by a factor expressing an increase in the clad area in each 
corresponding step.   
 

 
 Figure 3.9 – Relative coating height experiment – model comparison. 
 
 Figure 3.9 compares measured and recursive model calculation 
results of relative coatings heights for different laser cladding geometries 
and varied ORs. Very good agreement between experimentally measured 
coating heights and their modelled counterparts has been observed. Such a 
match has not been achieved for the lateral cladding set-up with a small 
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nozzle opening (0.5 mm). For this nozzle, coating height was not able to 
follow hyperbolic curve for larger ORs and real coating thickness lags 
behind the values predicted by our model. The small nozzle opening forms a 
relatively concentrated powder stream cone that is not able to feed powder 
on the top of the coatings when the height grows during the process. This is 
especially the case for high overlaps. As Figure 3.9 clearly demonstrates this 
is not the case of side cladding nozzle geometry with a larger nozzle opening 
(1.25 mm) and coaxial laser cladding set-up. The direction and the size of 
the powder stream on these two set-ups is able to feed powder up to 3-4 
times larger heights than the height of a single track.        
 

 
Figure 3.10 – Relative surface waviness experiment – model comparison. 

 
Next, we compare the experimental and calculated surface waviness. 

The model has been compared to laser cladding from experiments using 
both coaxial and lateral cladding nozzles. The comparison is shown in 
Figure 3.10. Coaxial cladding leads to slightly higher local surface 
roughness on individual coatings due to presence of non-melted powder 
particles attached at the surface. On the other hand, macroscopic waviness 
of coaxial layers shows less variation in comparison with coatings formed 
by lateral cladding. This can be seen from smaller error margins for coaxial 
claddings in Figure 3.10. Although experimental relative surface waviness 
is almost always smaller than waviness modelled by parabolic or arc 
models, it could be concluded that the general trend of model curve is 
followed by the experimental observations for both cladding geometries and 
for different H/w ratios.  This experimental behaviour can be accounted for 
by the inability to discern a surface waviness at higher ORs due to the 
presence of a localised surface roughness in real-life coatings. 

This model does not take into account any physical properties such 
as type of powder used, cladding speed or powder flow rate. Powder 
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efficiency is an important parameter to consider since it can dramatically 
change the final properties of the clad, namely the final coating height. If, for 
instance, a lateral cladding nozzle is used then at very high overlap ratio the 
coating height grows rapidly. At some point the coating will grow too high 
and the amount of powder available for cladding will decrease dramatically. 
Powder efficiency change during the process can be easily implemented into 
the recursive model by modification of Eq. (3.1). 
 When we consider the cross-sections of the clad layers from the 
recursive model we can see a very realistic behaviour with a gradually 
increasing final clad height and a smoother final coating. At higher overlap 
ratios it becomes apparent that the height of the coating increases until it 
reaches a stable value that remains constant. The number of tracks needed to 
reach the final height increases dramatically with an increased overlap ratio. 
These predictions are realistic and physically sound. 

3.3   Recursive model extensions 

In this section we explore two important extensions of our existing 
recursive model for single layers that was presented in Section 3.2. A very 
relevant extension for applications in practice is the prediction for a 
multi-layer coating where additional layers are deposited on top of existing 
layer(s). Second, we propose an extension that is important from a 
processing viewpoint, namely predicting the geometry entirely based on 
experimental processing parameters. This allows an a priori estimation, in 
contrast with previous work. 

3.3.1   Multi-Layer recursive parabolic model 

When considering multi-layer coatings an additional processing 
variable emerges, i.e. the offset. It represents a value that indicates where a 
consecutive layer starts, relative to the previous layer. It is indicated as a 
percentage of the width of the single track: 
 
𝑂𝑂% =  𝐴(1,2)

𝐵(1,1)−𝐴(1,1)
∗ 100%              (3.7) 

 
where A is a starting point of a track and B is an endpoint, as in Figure 3.2. 
The (i, j) notation refers to (# of track, # of layer). As an example 50% offset 
would mean the first track of the new layer starts in the middle of the first 
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track of the previous layer, 100% would mean first track of new layer starts 
where first track of previous layer ends. 

The first track of the second layer can span multiple tracks of the 
previous layer and with an added offset it can start from an arbitrary track of 
the previous layer. This leads to a change in the recursive equations for 
consecutive layers as well as for consecutive tracks within the new layer. 
For the first track of the consecutive layer the boundary conditions change as 
the base is no longer flat but it depends on the waviness of the previous layer. 
The new boundary conditions also take into account the area of the previous 
layer. The sum calculates the area of all the tracks that are under the first 
track of the new layer, which can span a number of tracks starting points 
depending on the track width and overlap percentage, see Figure 3.11. 
 

 
 Figure 3.11 – Dual layer coating with 80% overlap and 150% offset. 

 
Extending the recursive model predictions to an arbitrary number of 

layers it is now possible to predict the surface height and surface waviness of 
the final coating. Thereby if, for example, a particular final height and final 
waviness are required, it is possible to estimate how many layers should be 
deposited and which OR should be used. This can be easily seen by 
considering relative coating height and relative coating waviness as a 
function of OR for coatings made up of different numbers of layers and also 
for different offset, Figure 3.12. 

For the relative coating height of multiple layers the influence of the 
offset was negligible in all cases. For relative coating waviness there is a 
clear influence of the offset for low OR which diminishes at approximately 
50 % overlap. Moreover, the relative coating waviness does not depend on 
the number of layers but it depends on the offset where all the values lie 
within the plots of example offsets – the waviness oscillates between 50% 
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and 100%. Both plots were normalized relative to the height of a single 
track. 

 
Figure 3.12 – Prediction of the recursive model for multilayer coatings showing  
Relative coating height (left) and Relative coating waviness (right) plotted as a 
function of Overlap ratio. The fits were in Lorentzian (left) and in exponential 
decay (right). 

3.3.2   Prediction of coating geometry from processing parameters 

So far, all predictions were made on the base of the geometry of 
single deposition track. However, assuming a parabolic shape, only width 
and high of this track are necessary. If it would be possible to predict these 
quantities directly from the processing parameters P, S and F than 
application of recursive model would be directly connected to experimental 
processing parameters.     

Using numerical fits it is possible to obtain mathematical 
expressions relating relative coating height and relative coating waviness to 
OR on the basis of above recursive model and parabolic shape of single track 
profile. As Figure 3.13 clearly demonstrates these fits are excellent in 
overlap ratio interval 0.0-0.8. Points on Figure 3.13 denote calculated values 
of relative coating height and waviness as a function of overlap, and lines are 
their exponential fits. The following expressions for relative coating height, 
Hrel, and relative coating waviness, Wrel are obtained 
 

𝐻𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝐴𝐻𝑒
𝑂𝑂
𝛽𝐻 + 𝐶𝐻          𝑂𝑅 < 0.8                   (3.8a) 

 

𝑊𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝐴𝑊𝑒
𝑂𝑂
𝛽𝑊 + 𝐶𝑊          𝑂𝑅 < 0.8                   (3.8b) 

 
A, β and C are constants that were determined numerically and are listed in 
Table 3.2. It has to be noted that the relative coating height and the relative 
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coating waviness only depend on the overlap ratio, i.e. Hrel = f (OR) and Wrel 
= f (OR). 
 

 
Figure 3.13 – Dependence of Relative coating height and waviness calculated by 
recursive model on overlap ratio and their exponential fits. 

 
Table 3.2 – Values of constants in equations (3.8a) and (3.8b) for relative coating 
height and relative coating waviness calculated using reciprocal model for the 
parabolic function of single track shape. 
 A β C 
Height 0.0454 0.205 0.862 
Waviness 1.051 -0.253 -0.0327 

 
Relations between the clad profile of the single laser track and the 

main processing parameters P, S and F were studied in the past [16,17], 
where it has been shown experimentally that the clad profile height, H, 
depends mainly on the scanning speed, S, and the powder feeding rate F, 
statistically described by the following dependence: 
 
𝐻 = 𝛼 𝐹

𝑆
+ 𝛾                             (3.9) 

 
where α and γ have the physical dimensions [m2/kg] and [m], respectively. 
Since the absolute value of the coating height, that is the height of the 
coating measured from the substrate, is a product of relative coating height 
and a single track height, H, we can combine Eqs. (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9), to: 
 

𝐻𝑎𝑎𝑎,𝑊𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑎 𝐹
𝑆
𝑒
𝑂𝑂
𝛽 + 𝑏𝑒

𝑂𝑂
𝛽 + 𝑐 𝐹

𝑆
+ 𝑑                  (3.10) 
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which is a function containing only constants a, b, c, d and β, processing 
parameters, F, S, and an overlap ratio, OR. The physical dimensions of the 
constants are [m2/kg] for a and c and [m] for b, d and β is dimensionless. Eq. 
(3.10) is valid for both: absolute height, Habs, and absolute waviness, Wabs, 
though the constants will be different in each case. These constants are 
determined from the aforementioned constants in equations (3.7), (3.8) and 
(3.9) once the equations are combined. 

Whilst equations. (3.9) and (3.10) appear to show a convenient and 
simple description of the single track and coating geometry, the description 
is incomplete as the overlap ratio OR is not a processing parameter. OR 
depends on the track width w and on the displacement, D, between two 
successive tracks. Displacement refers to distance between centres of two 
successive tracks. Previous experiments have also shown that width of the 
laser track, w, depends linearly on combined parameter P/√S for both side 
and coaxial cladding [16,17]: 
 
𝑤 = 𝛿 � 𝑃

√𝑆
� + 𝜔 ,                     (3.11)

   
where δ and ω have the physical dimensions [m1/2W-1s-1/2] and [m], 
respectively. Therefore, both relative coating height and relative coating 
waviness can be predicted directly from experimental processing parameters, 
which allows for a complete prediction of the shape of the coating based 
only on processing parameters. The fact that constants 𝛾 and 𝜔 in Equations 
(3.9) and (3.11), respectively, are not equal to zero is a consequence of the 
dependences being obtained experimentally with some statistical scatter 
(see Figure 3.14).  
 

 
Figure 3.14 – Plots of measured clad height and clad width against combined 
parameters with the straight line fits shown. 
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Equation (3.10) has been derived on the base of these statistical relationships 
and therefore it also has a statistical meaning. In other words, some 
experimental results of laser cladding do not lie on this optimal line due to 
various physical effects, which are not considered by the model. For this 
reason a larger statistical sample size is needed. 

3.3.3   Results of multilayer calculations 

Empirical constants for the prediction based on processing parameters 
In order to compare the predictions of our model to experiments we 

first need to obtain empirical constants based on the aforementioned 
combined parameters. To this end we have prepared many single tracks with 
different combinations of laser power, scanning speed and powder feeding 
rate which have resulted in different combinations of track width and height. 
The resulting clad heights and widths were plotted against the controlling set 
of combined parameters, see Figure 3.14. 

From these plots we are able to obtain the empirical constants via fits 
to straight lines. These laser clad experiments were done using Höganäs 
3533-00 powder on SS304 substrate and cladded using side cladding nozzle. 
The constants we have obtained are unique to the particular substrate, 
powder and to our laser set-up and these measurements need to be repeated 
if any of these is changed. The constants are listed in Table 3.3, referring to 
the constants in Equations (3.9) and (3.11). 

 
Table 3.3 – Empirical constants. (Equations 3.9 and 3.10) 

 
Prediction of multilayer coating geometry based on processing parameters 

Upon combining equations (3.9) and (3.10) with the recursive model 
it is possible to predict the coating profiles based on overlap of individual 
tracks from P, S, F and displacement, D, between successive tracks. Figure 
3.15 shows the results of the model predictions for a range of displacements 
and scanning speeds. The laser power and powder feeding rate are kept 
constant between individual plots for a more direct comparison, with P = 
1000 W and F = 100 mg/s. The plots were done for a 3 layer coating with an 
offset of 100 % and produced using empirical constants listed in Table 3.3. 

α γ δ ω 

0.0222   0.374  0.00359  1.05  

m2/kg m m1/2W-1s-1/2 m 
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Figure 3.15 – Profiles of coatings formed by overlap of individual tracks 
calculated for laser cladding with three different scanning speeds and three 
different laser track displacements. The units on the axes of all the plots are in mm. 

 
In real experiments the height of the coating is observed to decrease 

with higher scanning speeds. This is a consequence of lower powder 
acquisition per unit length for a constant powder feeding rate. On the other 
hand the height increases with increased overlap ratio (smaller 
displacement). This is exactly what we predict in our model, Figure 3.15. 
Furthermore, let us consider two more cases where we demonstrate model 
predictions for other sets of parameters. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show a 
similar plot but for a range of feeding rates and laser powers with P = 1000 
W, S = 10 mm/s and F = 100 mg/s kept constant, respectively. 

Figures 3.15 – 3.17 clearly show how the coating height and width 
relate to the processing parameters. The increase of feeding rate results 
purely in an increase of the coating height as it results from more material 
added while the width is kept the same as this is controlled by the laser 
power. On the other hand, the rise in laser power increases merely the clad 
width as the beam follows a Gaussian distribution resulting in a wider track 
at higher powers.  
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Figure 3.16 – Profiles of coatings formed by overlap of individual tracks 
calculated for laser cladding with three different powder feeding rates. The units 
on the axes of all the plots are in mm. 

 

 
Figure 3.17 – Profiles of coatings formed by overlap of individual tracks 
calculated for laser cladding with three different laser powers. The units on the 
axes of all the plots are in mm.  
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The scanning speed affects both the width and height as this has an effect the 
amount on both the energy delivered per unit area from the laser beam and 
also on the amount of material that is delivered in the given time window per 
unit length. 

Therefore, we demonstrate the possibility to predict the final 
geometry based merely on experimental processing parameters with 
physically sound predictions. Finally, we also show the possibility to predict 
the geometry for any number of layers with an arbitrary offset, see Figure 
3.18. 
 

 
Figure 3.18 – Profiles of coatings formed by overlap of individual tracks 
calculated for laser cladding with different number of layers and also for different 
offsets between layers. The units on the axes of all the plots are in mm. 

3.3.4   Experimental comparison and discussion of the model extensions 

The experiment – model comparison was tested by laser cladding 
experiments. The laser cladding was performed onto a stainless steel 304 
substrate bar with 40 mm in diameter. Circular laser spot size was 1.5 mm 
(defocus 18 mm) for side cladding and 1.2 mm (defocus 16 mm) for coaxial 
cladding. 

There are two possibilities for comparing the model prediction to 
laser clads in practice. The model calculation can be made based on the 
measurement of geometry of first track, as per Section 3.2 or based on the 
width and height of single track calculated from the combined parameters.  

First, let us consider a multi-layer comparison constructed on the 
bases of the first track geometry. Figure 3.19 shows a model comparison for 
side cladding with P = 675 W, F = 83.3 mg/s, S = 5mm/s, D = 0.8 mm for the 
single layer and D = 1.0 mm for dual and triple layer coatings which also 
have an offset of 60 %. The single layer coating matches the model 
prediction very well as was demonstrated in Section 3.2. For the dual and 
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triple layer there is a mismatch in the height, which seems to increase with 
increasing layers in comparison with the model. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 3.19 – Experiment-model comparison for single, double and triple layer 
coatings. Side cladding, comparison based on first track. 

 
It is important to note that the subsequent layers are now cladded on 

a different substrate as the first layer becomes now the new apparent 
substrate. There are many factors, which could play a role such as different 
surface roughness, heat capacity and laser beam absorption. Moreover, the 
subsequent tracks have been cladded immediately one after another with a 
substantially different substrate temperature. We have therefore prepared a 
new clad where there was enough time given to the first layer to cool down 
before applying the second layer, Figure 3.20. It is clear that the general fit is 
much improved now as the height of the two layers is now comparable. 

Similar results were found when making model comparison using 
the prediction based on combined parameters. The above examples are 
therefore representative for different sets of experimental conditions and for 
comparison based on both single track and a priori comparison based on 
combined parameters. For the later there is a caveat that the comparison fails 
for certain combinations of processing conditions that would correspond to 
points further away from a straight-line fit in Figure 3.14. This is logically 
expected and such clads have been discarded. 
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Figure 3.20 – Side cladding with P = 675 W, S = 5 mm/s, S = 83.3 mg/s, 
displacement 1 mm and 60 % offset. 

 
Let us consider the case that layers number 2+ are now indeed 

cladded on a new substrate, that is, not the actual substrate material but the 
previous clad being the new apparent ‘substrate’. We would expect the 
result to be different compared to the first layer but that the subsequent 
layers should be nearly identical, as seen in Figure 3.21 highlighting the 
similarity between the top layer for triple and double coating. 
 

 
Figure 3.21 – Overlay of double and triple coating demonstrating that the upper 
coatings have the same characteristics. 

 
For an accurate prediction of multilayer coatings it would be 

necessary to treat the second layer therefore as the new starting layer of the 
clad and we would therefore need: either a special clad prepared where a 
single layer has been cladded on top of an existing coating or a new set of 
empirical constants measured for different windows of processing 
conditions cladded on top of an existing coating. 

Using the assumption that upper layer coatings do not change from 
second layer upwards we can conclude it would be in most cases sufficient 
to simply apply a correction, as a percentage height increase, for upper layer 
coatings into our model. Figure 3.22 shows experiment model comparison 
after a + 15 % correction (applied to the single track height for successive 
layers) for side cladding comparison based on a single track (P = 675 W, F = 
83.3 mg/s, S = 5 mm/s, D = 0.8 mm, OS = 0.8 mm), side cladding 
comparison based on combined parameters (P = 675 W, F = 83.3 mg/s, S = 5 
mm/s, D = 1.0 mm, OS = 1.0 mm) and coaxial cladding based on the first 
track (P = 600 W, F = 83.3 mg/s, S = 5 mm/s, D = 0.9 mm, OS = 0.9 mm), 
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respectively. Here it should be noted that the 15 % correction gives the best 
agreement between model and experiment. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 3.22 – Model experiment comparison with 15 % correction. Top: Side 
cladding, comparison based on single track. Middle: Side cladding, comparison 
based on combined parameters. Bottom: Coaxial cladding, comparison based on 
single track. 

 
It was not possible to attain any kind of match for coaxial cladding 

based on combined parameters. It is important to note that the experimental 
constants were calculated based on experiments with side cladding. This 
shows that the constants are indeed some kind of property of a particular 
experimental set up. Therefore, for a comparison with coaxial cladding a 
new set of constants would be needed. This can be understood that a 
different type of cladding (coaxial, side) requires a different type of powder 
feeding nozzle so we might expect different powder efficiencies. Therefore, 
the model using empirical constants also incorporates powder efficiency 
indirectly. Furthermore, the presented model that uses experimental results 
as its input parameters has its prediction value limited inside ‘reasonable’ 
processing parameters window for a given system. 

Finally we can see from Figures 3.15 – 3.17 that different sets of 
parameters result in different clad angle. This is of practical interest as clad 
angle relates to inter-run porosity. 
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3.4   Conclusions 

A versatile method for the prediction of deposition geometry for 
coatings formed by overlap of individual tracks in direct powder deposition 
was presented. A full coating geometry can be predicted, on the basis of 2D 
cross sectional model, merely based on experimental processing parameters, 
namely for laser deposition: scanning speed, laser power, powder feeding 
rate and displacement between successive tracks. The recursive model itself 
is limited to predicting single layer coatings only and requires a first track to 
be cladded previously and then measured. The prediction was based on the 
basis of this experimental observation which has to be conducted every time. 

The mathematical description presented in the extensions of the 
model contains experimental constants that depend on the particular set-up. 
These have to be determined experimentally for different deposition 
conditions (side or coaxial powder feeding, type of laser used, etc.). The 
model leads to a full prediction of coating geometry. The model predictions 
also resulted in an excellent prediction for an overall shape, i.e. the height 
and the waviness, of the profile of the laser clad coatings. 

In addition, we have presented a model for multilayer coatings thus 
leading to a prediction for any number of tracks and any number of layers. 
Experimental comparison has shown that second and subsequent layers 
behave differently, which can be attributed to a new apparent substrate due 
to cladding on the previous layer. As this is a simple model based merely on 
experimental processing parameters this is not taken into account, however, 
after a correction of 15 % percent for upper layers we were able to provide 
accurate predictions for a range of different conditions. Whilst the model 
does not take into account many physical aspects of laser cladding and of the 
particular set-up this is also a major advantage of the model. The model is 
therefore kept simple and as shown it is still able to deliver accurate and very 
reasonable predictions with some small initial amount of experimental work 
required to calibrate the model. Furthermore, the basis of the model allows 
other (potentially more complex) functions to be used in the model. As a 
result, it can be highly flexible and is open for further development and 
calibration by the wide community. This could potentially allow for some 
more exotic set-ups and processes to be applicable. 

The need for experimental work to be done in order to determine the 
empirical constants places limitations on the applicability of the model but 
at the same time helps to keep the model simple. The main intention is to 
provide a simple tool for experimenters. 
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The technique has application to 3D additive manufacturing where 
complex objects are created layer-by-layer and to a range of other 
applications such as gap filling or tool repair. In all of these applications 
prediction of final height and surface roughness is of particular interest. 

Further work could include detail predictions of cladding angles 
compared with experiment in order to determine a relationship between 
cladding angle, inter-run porosity and the optimal processing parameters to 
minimise this type of porosity. Additionally further work is required for 
experimental comparison in non-metallic additive manufacturing. 
 
The novelty of this work can be summarised as follows: 

- A simple model for prediction of entire coating geometry in laser 
based additive manufacturing 

- Prediction can be done based on single track or a priori based on 
experimental constants 

- Entire coating can be predicted for a 3D deposition with a very good 
experimental agreement 
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  Chapter 4

Texture evolution in laser cladding 

 In this Chapter a simple, versatile and qualitative guide for the prediction and 
interpretation of texture development in coatings and 3D objects formed by direct 
powder deposition is presented. The predictions are based on the direction of 
crystal growth during solidification based on both existing experimental evidence 
and theoretical understanding of the role of solid-liquid interface during 
solidification following laser melting of a material. The predictions are confirmed 
experimentally by electron back scatter observations. 

4.1   Introduction 

Characteristic feature of the laser cladding process is a rapid 
solidification in the surface layer. Furthermore, coatings formed by cooling 
rates higher than 103 Ks-1 show, under some experimental conditions, very 
fine, non-equilibrium or even amorphous microstructures. The possibility to 
form laser clad coatings at high processing speeds and cooling rates has 
emerged due to developments in high power lasers with power exceeding 5–
10 kW [66]. Nevertheless, the relationships between processing parameters 
and the final microstructure as well as properties of laser clad coatings are 
almost elusive [7,67–72], since these studies were mainly focused on the 
relationships between processing speed, (secondary) dendrite spacing, 
hardness and wear resistance of Co-based alloys. 

The orientation imaging microscopy (OIM) technique [73], which 
combines the advantages of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with 
information about the crystal/grain orientation, is an effective method for 
the study of complex microstructures formed during solidification after laser 
processing [68–70,72,74–82]. As the laser beam scans the surface of the 
substrate the resulting melt pool solidifies rapidly. The molten area lacks 
slightly behind the laser beam mainly in the centre. There is more surface 
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area at the sides due to larger solid-liquid interface. Thus, resulting melt pool 
adopts a shape that minimises surface energy, Figure 4.1. The complete 
geometry of the melt pool is determined by convection, surface tension and 
buoyancy as well as processing speed. In particular, the elongation of melt 
pool depends strongly on the velocity of heat source and thermal 
conductivity of the solid material around the melt pool. Therefore it is more 
elongated for faster heat source and for lower thermal conductivity [83–85]. 
 

 
Figure 4.1 – Schematic of meltpool shape formed by laser beam scanning the 
surface as would be seen from the laser frame of reference. 

 
The geometry of this mechanism is confirmed by experimental 

evidence – as can be seen in Figure 4.2 showing marks from the 
solidification curves of laser re-melted tracks (a few are highlighted) and 
also applies to laser cladding. These marks are a result of various 
instabilities arising from interactions inside the metal during solidification 
[86,87]. 
 

 
Figure 4.2 – Laser re-melted surface in four overlapped tracks showing marks 
from solidification fronts. Some of these fronts are highlighted on the photograph. 

 
It has been shown previously that solidification is the main driving 

force behind crystal orientation [13,88]. If there is an initial instability at a 
solid-liquid interface this instability propagates and results in crystal growth 
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that is perpendicular (depending on speed/thermal conductivity and 
gradients) to the solidification front [89]. 

The shape of the solid-liquid interface depends mainly on the 
solidification path, and on the phase transformations that may occur during 
cooling. As such, the main processing parameters that determine the 
resulting solid-liquid interface are: laser power, processing speed and the 
type of material used. 

As the solid crystal forms on a liquid – solid interface the crystal will 
grow perpendicular to the interface in the direction of heat transport. The 
morphology typically varies as follows: at the bottom of the clad track there 
is a small amount of flat planar growth, then in the middle columnar 
dendritic dominates and finally at the top equiaxial dendritic solidification 
takes place (depending on the temperature gradient). The growth therefore 
proceeds in the easy growth direction of the crystal and therefore we expect 
the grains to grow in the <0 0 1> direction for a cubic crystal, as this is close 
to direction of heat transport for columnar dendritic solidification which we 
expect to dominate. [70,74,75,77,83–85] 

Due to directional solidification, that is the result of laser cladding, 
there is always some preferential texture present in cladded materials 
[70,74,76,77]. For a single track created using this technique the texture 
depends on material used and the processing conditions [71,72], for coatings 
formed via overlap of individual tracks the texture is further modified by the 
extent to which the tracks are overlapped and by the process itself [78]. 

The microstructures observed in laser claddings presented in this 
work will be interpreted on the basis of theoretical results and experimental 
observations for single laser deposits mentioned above. We will assume 
columnar dendritic growth in the major part of deposit with a predominant 
crystal orientation having a <0 0 1> crystallographic direction closest to the 
direction of the temperature gradient. 

The aim of this contribution is to utilise the knowledge from the last 
20 years relating to the laser single track formation and crystal growth 
during solidification. Nowadays there are EBSD techniques readily 
available, which provide a powerful analytical tool for understanding the 
microstructure, whilst laser cladding is still a young field with many 
ongoing developments. As a result there is often a complex microstructure 
observed in these laser based depositions. Therefore our goal is to facilitate a 
first guide for experimenters that will allow them to interpret observations. 

This guide has been prepared for cubic single phase materials that 
exhibit predominantly columnar dendritic growth. Such a type of material 
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represents the most commonplace compounds used in laser based 
deposition. 

4.2   Guide for interpretation of texture in laser clads 

When depositing layers on top of a substrate we are adding material 
that has all 3 dimensions. Therefore the solidification front is an interface 
that is a sort of 3D surface that propagates with time. Hence we will consider 
2D cross sections from different frames of reference. 
 

 
Figure 4.3 – A – Schematic drawing of the shape and position of solidification 
front in laser cladding at different time snapshots (top view) with expected grain 
growth directions highlighted. B – Longitudinal cut of the laser track with the 
solidification front and grain growth depicted as a function of time. C – The 
resulting expected grains (from B). D and E – [001] IPF (D) and major axis IPF (E) 
maps of a longitudinal cut of a single track made at scanning speed of 15 mm/s. 

 
Since crystal growth is perpendicular to solidification front we can 

expect the grain direction and elongation to be in the direction that is 
perpendicular to the solidification front. Therefore the grain growth in this 
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situation is as indicated in Figure 4.3 A, (top view) where the propagation of 
the front and grain growth are highlighted as a function of time. As the 
solidification front moves with time the grains continue to grow 
perpendicular to the front and therefore result in the grain growth direction 
shown. 

4.2.1   Longitudinal cut of a single track 

In this section we will consider the direction of grain growth as seen 
in a longitudinal cut of a laser clad track. We will see that in this case 
application of the principle of grain growth that is perpendicular from the 
solidification interface actually leads to grains growing at an angle from the 
substrate due to the shape of the solidification interface. 

 
Let us consider a laser track formed by powder deposition. In this 

case we are interested in what the grain growth would look like if we were to 
cut the laser track in its centre along the direction of the track (longitudinal 
direction). Here we again consider both the shape of the solidification 
boundary and the propagation with respect to time, Figure 4.3 B. Applying 
the idea of grain growth perpendicular to the solidification boundary we 
predict the grain growth for the first time segment. In this case the situation 
is more complex for the same grain as the direction continuously changes 
due to the movement of the boundary. The expected grain shape therefore, 
resulting from this effect in a longitudinal cut of the clad track, is shown in 
Figure 4.3 C. 

This prediction is supported by direct experimental evidence, as can 
be seen in Figure 4.3 D, which shows a longitudinal cut of a laser clad track, 
prepared at 15 mm/s, laser power 1740 W and powder feeding rate 15 g/min 
(Eutroloy 16012). The figure is an inverse pole figure (IPF) OIM map with 
about 70 000 measured points. Large angle (>5°) boundaries between grains 
are shown. These were constructed electronically for two points where the 
change in orientation exceeds 5°.  

It can be clearly seen that the grains grow almost perpendicular to the 
substrate (which is at the bottom of the figure) but with a 10 degree angle 
between the long axis of grains and A2 axis. An inverse pole figure shows 
the position of a sample direction relative to the crystal reference frame. 
Looking at the IPF map in Figure 4.3 D we can see the grains in longitudinal 
cut are strongly elongated in one preferential direction. These elongated 
grains have all various colours, which means that they have also various 
crystal directions oriented towards image normal.  
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The crystallographic direction of these elongated grains is clear from 
the major axis IPF map. In this case an ellipse is fitted into each grain, the 
orientation of each grain is rotated so that the direction parallel to the 
elongation direction is normal to the sample and the texture calculated using 
the harmonic series expansion approach. Thus, a normal direction [001] 
inverse pole figures will show which crystal direction is aligned with the 
elongation direction of the grains. We can see from Figure 4.3 E that most of 
the elongated grains are red, which we can see from the legend corresponds 
to the [001] direction. This means that majority of the grains are elongated in 
their [001] crystallographic direction. 

 
During solidification nucleation takes place at the solid – liquid 

interface. This nucleation is random, however only grains with the 
orientation <001> close to the thermal gradient will continue growing 
further as larger grains [89]. 
  
In this section we have explained how the direction of grain elongation, as 
seen in a longitudinal cut of a laser clad track, depends on the spacing 
between ‘time fronts’ which is determined by processing speed. In the 
following we will focus on a transversal cut.  

4.2.2   Transversal cut of a single track 

In this section we will combine our previous results to develop our 
expectations for how grain structure should look like in a transversal cross 
section of a single track. We compare our prediction with experimental 
results. 
 
4.2.2.1   Prediction 

Combining the ideas described in the previous sections we can now 
consider, together with the principle of grain growth from the solidification 
boundary, what to expect in a transversal cut of a laser clad track, Figure 4.4. 
Close to the substrate we expect the grains to be elongated to follow the 
solidification schematics shown above whereas close to the surface at the 
cross section the grains look more circular, as their elongation is now out of 
the page, as here the grains follow the direction of the laser beam. The grains 
on the sides grow towards the centre of the track, growing in the direction of 
the heat gradient, in the same way as was explained in Figure 4.3 A. 
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Figure 4.4 – Expectation of grains shape seen in a cut of a single track transverse to 
the laser beam direction. 

 
Here it is important to note that as the grains grow slightly at an angle 

in the longitudinal cut we expect the 3D orientation of the elongated axes of 
all the grains shown in the Figure 4.4 to be slightly rotated out of page. What 
is observed in reality depends strongly on how steep is the solidification 
interface (Figure 4.3 B and C). For very steep interfaces elongated grains 
will be visible only close to the bottom of the track, whereas for 
solidification interfaces in very long melt pools the area of elongated grains 
seen on transversal cut would be much larger. In other words, the elongation 
seen on a transversal  cut depends on laser scanning speed. [75] 
 
4.2.2.2   Experimental observation using OIM 

To demonstrate this idea in real materials we are presenting OIM 
maps of single track of Co based material (Eutroloy 16012) cladded on steel 
substrate at a relatively high scanning speed of 15 mm/s, laser power 1750 
W and powder feeding rate 333.33 mg/s. As we have seen from Figure 4.3 B 
the grains grow at some angle (depending on the processing speed) therefore 
in a transversal cut the [001] direction of grains will be slightly out of page. 
For this reason the data set was rotated in EBSD software by 15 degrees 
clockwise around A1 axis and 10 degrees counter clockwise around A2 axis 
(sample reference), left part of Figure 4.5. In this case there is a substantial 
dilution – a region of original substrate that has been re-melted and mixed 
with the new material. The presence of dilution does not change our 
assumptions, although the angle at which grains grow might be slightly 
altered to follow this modified clad-substrate interface. 

The rationale for rotating a dataset can be understood from Figure 
4.6 which shows two pole figure texture plots for the same sample where 
one is before rotation and the other one after rotating 15 degrees clockwise 
around A1 axis and 10 degrees counter-clockwise around A2 axis. The 
darker regions of the plot correspond to more common orientations; this 
means that when one of these regions is in the middle of the pole figure plot 
then one of the preferential orientations is aligned with A3 axis. So, if 
elongated grains grow at a slight angle from the normal to the substrate they 
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would be slightly out of page in a transversal cut, however by performing 
this rotating the crystallographic direction with respect to the sample will be 
perpendicular. 
 

    
Figure 4.5 – Left: EBSD plots of a perpendicular cross-section of a single track 
formed at 15 mm/s. From top to bottom: IPF, major axis IPF, grain shape 
orientation, crystal direction 001(A3), crystal direction 010(A2), crystal direction 
1-10(direction between A1 and A2).  
Right: EBSD plots of a perpendicular cross-section of a single track formed at 7.5 
mm/s. From top to bottom: IPF, major axis IPF, grain shape orientation. 
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Figure 4.6 – Explanation of data set rotation using examples of PF texture plots 
before (left) and after (right) rotation of 15 degrees in –A2 and 10 degrees in A1 
resulting in cantering of one of the high texture regions on A3 axis. 
 
Comparing our expectation from Figure 4.4 we can notice from the 

inverse pole figure map (top image in the left part of Figure 4.5) that the 
grain elongations are indeed in the directions as expected. This is 
emphasised in the major axis inverse pole figure (second image from the top 
in the left part of Figure 4.5) which shows the crystal orientation with 
respect to the major axis of a grain. In this case the elongated grains are 
mostly red meaning most of them are oriented with an elongation direction 
close to the growth direction of the grains. The OIM figures were created 
with 340 000 measurement points. The grain boundaries (<5°) are shown. 
Furthermore, the grain shape orientation map (third image from the top in 
the left part of Figure 4.5) shows the deviation of the orientation of the 
grains with respect to the normal (from the substrate) – which is in line with 
the prediction from the inner section of Figure 4.4. Finally, we show the 
predominant (within 30°) crystal direction with respect to different sample 
axes. First of these shows the crystal [0 0 1] direction with respect to the A3 
sample axis, which highlights grains growing out of page. Most of these are 
in the top part of the coating (blue colour) in line with expectations from 
Figure 4.4. Next is the comparison with the A2 sample axis showing that in 
the middle of the coating grains grow mostly perpendicularly upwards. 
Finally, in line with the prediction from Figure 4.4 we expect the grains on 
the sides of the coating to grow at an angle towards the centre on both sides, 
which is confirmed by our observation from the last figure showing the 
comparison for a direction between A1 and A2. 

Looking at Figures 4.3 A-C one can infer that changing the 
processing speed will change spacing between the virtual time fronts in 
these figures. Therefore, let us consider a single track produced at 7.5 mm/s, 
laser power 1400 W and powder feeding rate 250 mg/s (Eutroloy 16012). 
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The resulting perpendicular cut is shown in the right part of Figure 4.5, 
highlighting the same information style figures as for the previous case. 
Here the dataset was rotated 30 degrees clockwise around  A1 axis. The 
OIM maps consist of 254 000 measurement points. Large angle boundaries 
are highlighted. 

It is clear by comparing the left and right side of Figure 4.5 that the 
grains on transversal cut are less elongated at lower processing speeds. We 
can explain this by considering the time fronts from Figure 4.3 B. At high 
processing speed the time fronts are more spaced apart and consequently the 
grains grow more perpendicular to the substrate. At lower processing speeds 
the time fronts are closer together resulting in a higher angle with respect to 
the normal (to the substrate) and so on a transversal cut the grains appear 
less elongated. The grain growth direction is also still as predicted which 
suggests that our estimates are applicable to a range of processing windows. 

4.2.3   Transversal cut of a coating created by overlap 

In this section we will extend our previous considerations for a 
coating formed by overlap of individual tracks and see how the amount of 
overlap plays an important role on the final orientation of grains. The basic 
idea is that via overlap there is a re-melting of a section of the original track 
and therefore the grain structure is modified. Our expectations are compared 
to experimental results. 
 
4.2.3.1   Prediction 

When creating a coating formed by overlap of individual tracks there 
is inevitably always some portion of the previous track that is re-melted in 
the process. This modifies the orientation of elongated grain axes as the 
original grains are re-melted and grow again from a new solidification 
interface. We can expect the grains to grow again perpendicular to the 
solidification surface which is now modified by the presence of a previous 
track on the side. This results in a grain structure where the overlapped 
region of the track adopts a new grain orientation, Figure 4.7 A. 
 
4.2.3.2   Experimental comparison 
 For this experimental comparison it is useful to consider coatings 
created via both low and high overlap percentage of single tracks. As 
discussed above we expect there to be an overall preferred direction for the 
grain growth. This should be somewhat evident for low overlap coatings and 
highly pronounced for high overlap. 
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Figure 4.7 – A – Basic idea of grain orientation modification by overlap. B and C – 
Perpendicular cross section EBSD maps for coating with 20% overlap created with 
a scanning speed of 5 mm/s. From top to bottom: [001] IPF map, crystal direction 
<001> || [010] map. D – Basic idea of grain orientation modification for high 
overlap. E and F – Perpendicular cross section EBSD maps for coating with 60% 
overlap created with a scanning speed of 5 mm/s. From top to bottom: [001] IPF, 
crystal direction <001> || [010] map. 

 
Firstly, let us consider a coating with a 20% overlap ratio (20% of 

the original track is overlapped by a new one). The samples were prepared 
with stainless steel Höganäs 3533-00 powder deposited with scanning speed 
5 mm/s, laser power 1000 W and powder feeding rate 120 mg/s. In Figure 
4.7 B and C we show OIM plots created with 352 000 measurement points 
with a segment of the coating spanning two tracks. It can be seen clearly 
from the figure that in the later part of the track there is a change of the 
direction of elongated grains axes due to re-melting originating from the 
new track in line with the prediction from Figure 4.7 A. The change of 
orientation as well as prevailing orientation is in particular clear from the 
crystal direction plot. We can also consider the crystal direction, which has 
been plotted with respect to the A2 sample axis where we can see that most 
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of the grains grow perpendicular along this axis from the substrate interface 
in the original track and in the later part of the new track. 

Higher overlap such as 60% results in majority of the original track 
being re-melted, Figure 4.7 D. In fact, at overlaps higher than 50% multiple 
re-melted tracks are expected on top of each other in a transversal cross 
section – this can be seen clearly in Figure 4.7 E and F (same processing 
parameters and material as in 20% overlap case). Therefore, a clear 
preferential direction of grain growth is expected for the whole coating. It 
can be clearly seen from the EBSD maps in Figure 4.7 E and F that this is 
indeed the case. We can see from the crystal direction with respect to A2 
axis that there now exists a clear preferential direction that the majority of 
the elongated grains now adopt. The data set was rotated 15 degrees counter 
clockwise around A3 axis. The OIM plots were collected with 574 000 
measurement points, large angle grain boundaries are again shown. In this 
example we can also see evidence of nucleation at track interfaces which can 
be seen from a large number of very small grains at these interfaces. 
Competition in grain growth, however, prefers grains with orientation [001] 
along the thermal gradient. This then results in some grains growing 
epitaxialy from one track to the next one, which in turn results in an even 
stronger texture inside layer formed by overlap. For this reason we expect 
overlap to have a very strong effect on final texture. 

The effect of overlap and subsequent laser re-melting on the crystal 
direction can be more easily seen from Figure 4.8, which shows a plot of the 
fraction of grains that grow perpendicular to the solidification interface 
within a 30 degree tolerance. In this plot single track measurements are 
shown for different processing speeds and also measurements from a 
coating created by overlap. 

There appears to be some small overall trend for an increase in 
overall preferential crystal direction for single tracks, where the processing 
speed is increasing. This effect is not very significant. At lower processing 
speeds the grain growth direction is less pronounced (as seen from 
transversal cut) and therefore the crystal direction measurement is more 
random. At 15 mm/s there is, however, a clear increase in the fraction, which 
follows the fact that there is a more predominant grain orientation in 
transversal cut due to a clearer grain elongation. The coating formed by 
overlap was formed at 5 mm/s. Nevertheless there is a very clear increase in 
the overall crystal direction fraction with respect to a single track. This 
suggests that overlap has a stronger effect on texture than processing speed 
due to re-melting and subsequent preferential crystal direction. 
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Figure 4.8 – Fraction of grains growing along the [010] sample axis (perpendicular 
to coating substrate interface in perpendicular cuts) for different processing speeds 
for single tracks and for coatings 20% and 60% overlap. 

 
We have seen that overlap plays an important role on the final grain 

orientation found in a coating due to re-melting and therefore a complete 
texture of the whole coating is strongly modified. 

4.2.4   Longitudinal cut of a coating created by overlap 

In this section we consider again a longitudinal cross section, but this 
time of a whole coating, created by overlap. By comparing directly with 
transversal cuts it can be easily understood what the expectation is for a 
whole grain structure in 3 dimensions. 
 
4.2.4.1   Prediction 

In a longitudinal cut where there is also overlap of tracks we can 
expect to see grains growing in one direction in the lower part of the cut 
(original track), based on the original orientation and in the direction out of 
page in the upper part (overlapped track). This can be understood when 
looking at transversal cut where the grains in the original track grow from 
the substrate upwards and then perpendicular from the interface between 
tracks, which then have an orientation shifted to the side in the upper 
section. In longitudinal cut the lower grains will still look the same but the 
upper ones will be out of page, Figure 4.9 A and B. 
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Figure 4.9 – A – Grain structure in a coating formed by overlap with the 
longitudinal cut highlighted. B – An expectation for a longitudinal cut in for the 
highlighted segment. C – Perpendicular cut of a coating created by overlap (top) 
with longitudinal cuts from different segments of the coating formed at 15 mm/s 
scanning speed; [001] IPF maps [17]. D – From left to right: Longitudinal cut 
major axis IPF maps; the plots shown correspond to the longitudinal [001] IPF 
maps from Figure 10C in the same left to right order. 
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4.2.4.2   Experimental comparison 
Figure 4.9 C shows a transverse cross-section of the coating with 

highlighted segments in which longitudinal cuts were also made as an 
inverse pole figures. The cladding was done at 15 mm/s, laser power 1740 
W and powder feeding rate 250 mg/s (Eutroloy 16012) and 33% overlap. 

It is clear that the half of the figure closer to the substrate, 
corresponding to the segment of the original track that was not re-melted, 
contains mainly elongated grains that are slightly shifted from the vertical, 
as expected (Figures 4.3 B-C, and 4.9 A-B). Furthermore, the sections at the 
top half of the coating (left half in the longitudinal cuts) correspond to the 
segment of the new track on top of the original one where the grain direction 
of grain elongation is now out of the page as can be seen from the round 
circular grains in longitudinal plots (Figure 4.9 B). 

In order to see whether these plots correspond well to our 
expectation from Figure 4.9 A-B let us consider a major axis IPF, Figure 4.9 
D. This allows us to consider the direction of the grain elongation. Viewing 
the longitudinal cross-sections for the 4 different locations we can focus on 
the section closer to substrate in each case (right half of the figures) and see 
that the elongation of the grains is in [0 0 1] direction in the grain reference. 
The OIM plots were collected with approximately 80 000 measurement 
points. 

4.2.5   Coatings with multiple layers 

It is possible to produce thicker coatings easily by depositing 
additional coating(s) on top of an existing coating. In this case the grains 
should follow the same orientation as for a single layer coating, with the 
exception that the top of the first coating is then also re-melted, Figure 4.10. 
This then results in an overall stronger texture when considering the 
multi-layer coating as a whole since the upper part of the previous layer is 
now also re-melted. 
 

 
Figure 4.10 – Schematic of a grain structure in multi-layer coating formed by 
overlap of individual tracks. 
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Let us consider an experimental comparison with a triple stack 
coating, Figure 4.11. The dataset was rotated 25° in clockwise around A1 
axis. The coating was formed with a 33% overlap using Höganäs 3533-00 
powder cladded at 5 mm/s with laser power 675 W and powder feeding rate 
100 mg/s. The OIM maps were collected with 140 000 measurement points. 
It is in particular apparent from the grain shape orientation plot that the 
grains again grow in the direction predicted based on the idea of a 
solidification boundary. Therefore in this case we can see the grains follow 
the direction of the re-melting interface between tracks as was the case in the 
previous examples, but now we can also see how the grains grow from layer 
to layer. This again follows the same principle of grain growth 
perpendicularly from solidification interface and of increased preferential 
direction due to re-melting of the previous region. The main difference from 
a single layer coating formed by overlap is that now an entire top section of 
the previous layer has been re-melted with a modified texture instead of only 
a fraction. 
 

 
Figure 4.11 – Triple layer coating formed at 5 mm/s with 33 % overlap; from top to 
bottom: IPF map, major axis IPF map and grain shape orientation map. 

4.3   Texture analysis and discussion 

We have seen how the formation of the coatings via overlap of 
individual tracks leads to a preferential orientation in the grain structure of 
the entire coating. Furthermore, it was shown that changing processing 
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speed and overlap affects the grain structure. In order to investigate how this 
influences the texture we present a comparative analysis of texture via pole 
figures. There was no axis transformation for these plots for the purpose of 
comparison. 
 
Effect of overlap on texture 

Based on the previous discussions of preferential grain formation 
based on solidification boundary it was shown that the preferential direction 
becomes more prominent at higher overlaps. Figure 4.12 A clearly 
highlights this showing a much stronger texture for a coating formed by 
overlap with respect to a single track reference. Furthermore, increasing 
overlap results in stronger texture. The single track was prepared with 
Eutroloy 16012 at 1750 W and 333.33 mg/s and 15 mm/s. The coatings were 
produced with Höganäs 3533-00 powder at 5 mm/s, laser power 1000 W and 
powder feeding rate 120 mg/s.  
 
Effect of the number of layers on texture 

In the EBSD grain analysis it was shown that while re-melting leads 
to a preferential grain direction in the coatings formed by overlap it is indeed 
also the case for upper layers in multi-layer coatings. For the most part the 
upper layers simply repeat the situation observed in the original single layer 
coating. Therefore, we do not expect a big difference in texture. Looking at 
the texture plots in Figure 4.12 B one could argue there is slightly stronger 
texture the more layers there are in the coating. This is expected and has to 
do with the fact that the grains in the upper section of the original coating, 
which normally have a different orientation have been re-melted, but as we 
can see this has a very minute effect. 

What is observed here is that the double layer coating has a slightly 
stronger texture than for the triple coating. This is against our expectation 
where we would assume it should be the other way around based on our 
guidelines. It can however be explained by considering the effect of overlap. 
While the samples were prepared with the same displacement between the 
successive tracks the final overlap depends on exact combination of 
processing conditions and was in this case different. The actual overlap for a 
double coating was in reality larger. Here we can see the effect of overlap on 
texture is stronger than the effect of additional layers. The dual and triple 
layer were prepared with Höganäs 3533-00 powder at 5 mm/s with laser 
power 675 W and powder feeding rate 100 mg/s. 
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Figure 4.12 – A – Pole Figure texture plots showing the effect of overlap on texture. 
From left to right: Single track; Single layer coating low overlap (20%); Single 
layer coating high overlap (60%). B – Pole Figure texture plots showing the effect 
of multilayer coatings on texture. From left to right: Single layer coating; Double 
Layer coating; Triple Layer coating. C – Pole Figures showing the effect of 
processing speed in a single track on texture. From left to right: Single track at S = 
2.5 mm/s; S = 7.5 mm/s and S = 15 mm/s. 

 
Effect of processing speed on texture 

Finally, it is also useful to consider whether processing speed has an 
effect on texture. We have discussed that during solidification there is a 
front as the laser beam scans the surface and the material gradually solidifies 
while the grains grow. Since we expect this time front to be different 
depending on the speed of the laser we expect the grains to grow slightly 
differently as a result. Figure 4.12 C shows that, there is a clear change in 
texture based on processing speed. The speed plays a role on the geometrical 
direction of the grains. We expect that the combination of processing speed 
and overlap should play a significant role. The plots were produced after 
cropping single track cross-sections such that only grains in the central part 
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of the transversal cross-section of a single track are considered. The 
processing conditions were 1750 W and 333.33 mg/s for the track cladded at 
15 mm/s, 1400 W and 166.67 mg/s for the track at 7.5 mm/s and 800 W and 
58.33 mg/s for the track at 2.5 mm/s. All cladded using Eutroloy 16012 alloy 
powder. 
 
The texture plots above in Figure 4.12 have been normalised for the same 
intensity so that the intensities can be compared directly. Figure 4.13 shows 
a plot of the maximum texture intensities found in the texture pole figures 
for the different examples shown. The y-axis shows the texture intensity and 
x-axis the position of the individual measurements in the same order as 
above. The data is grouped in series in the same manner as in the above 
examples (processing speed, amount of overlap, number of layers). It is 
clear from this plot that processing speed has the strongest apparent effect on 
texture. Furthermore, the change in overlap clearly results in a stronger 
texture modification than increasing the number of layers, which only 
results in a small overall texture modification. In this case we can also notice 
the aforementioned anomaly with regards to the triple coating where the 
texture intensity is lower than for double coating which is due to the overlap 
discrepancy. 
 

 
Figure 4.13– Graphical representation of the texture intensities from the PFs in 
Figure 4.12. Data is grouped and ordered in the same manner as previously: for 
single tracks with increasing speed 1 corresponds to 2.5 mm/s, 2 corresponds to 7.5 
mm/s and 3 corresponds to 15 mm/s; for increasing overlap in a single layer 1 
corresponds to a single track, 2 corresponds to 20% overlap and 3 corresponds to 
60% overlap; for increasing number of layers the numbers correspond to the 
number of layers. 
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Finally, we can consider how the positions of the peaks change in 
Figure 4.12. Upon closer examination it can be concluded that there are 
certain features which are similar from one image to the next but with the 
image being rotated around A3 axis. The straight black lines in Figure 4.12 
C demonstrate how this angle changes with processing speed. This 
information gives an insight into the grain shape orientation of the grains 
and the angle they make with the normal to the substrate (as would be seen 
in a longitudinal cut). The resulting angles are summarised in Figure 4.14. It 
is clear from this plot that this angle increases with decreasing processing 
speed, with increased overlap and with increased number of layers. 
 

 
Figure 4.14 – Graphical representation of how grain shape orientation angle varies 
with processing speed (for single tracks), overlap and number of layers. 

 
This study was done for cubic structures and any predictions and 

conclusions therefore relate to these types of materials. We expect that for 
non-cubic materials the grains will still grow preferentially from the 
solidification interface in the easy growth direction of the crystal. Due to 
more complex symmetry of non-cubic systems we expect the 
crystallography to play a role on both grain growth direction and grain 
elongation. Further study is necessary to extend this work for non-cubic 
materials as well as multi-phase compounds. 
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4.4   Conclusions 

In this chapter we have presented a simple guide for the prediction of 
grain structure and texture for cubic materials in coatings created using laser 
deposition. This guide can be used to help experimenters to interpret 
microstructural observations in laser based depositions. The guidelines are 
based on the idea of crystal growth in the <0 0 1> direction from the 
solidification interface in accordance with thermal gradient. Our simple 
predictions show an excellent agreement with experimental results for both 
individual tracks and complete multi-layer coatings regardless of the type of 
cross-section made. 
 Based on experimental observations from both OIM maps and 
texture plots we conclude that the following factors result in an increased 
texture in the following order of importance: 

- Increased processing speed  
- Increased overlap of individual tracks during coating formation  
- Increased number of layers in multi-layer coatings 

 
The novelty of this chapter can be summarised as follows: 

- A prediction of texture in direct powder deposition is related initial 
processing parameters to the final texture 

- The prediction makes simplified assumptions and is able to give a 
reliable estimate of the final texture and grain orientation that agrees 
well with experiment 

 
 
 
 
Publications relating to this Chapter: 
 
O. Nenadl, V. Ocelík and J. Th. M. De Hosson, Texture development in 
direct powder depositions [submitted] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





  Chapter 5

Direct sheet plant – Microstructural changes in 
Duraloy MO-RE2150 alloy 

 This Chapter deals with the direct sheet plant of steel manufacturing process, 
where the MO-RE2150 commercial alloy by Duraloy is in use by Tata Steel. It was 
decided to attempt laser re-melting on this material in order to determine whether 
existing properties can be enhanced with this simple process. The Chapter is a 
result of extensive and involved study of the resulting properties. 

5.1    Introduction  

The objective of this study is to explore the possibilities of laser 
beam re-melting on the MO-RE2150 alloy from Duraloy and to examine its 
properties in detail after laser re-melting. The study was undertaken within 
the framework of a collaboration between Duraloy Inc., Tata Steel and 
Applied Physics–Materials Science Group of the University of Groningen. 
The basic idea was determine whether the existing properties of these 
commercial rolls can be enhanced for the intended industrial purpose, which 
is application to the direct sheet plant of the manufacturing process. 

Direct sheet plant of the steel manufacturing process is a very tough 
environment with temperatures reaching 1200 °C. The rolls carry the full 
weight of the slab being heated to rolling temperatures. These so called dry 
rolls provide several advantages over "wet" (water-cooled) rolls: they 
eliminate the need for flexible water hoses, dry rolls minimize heat loss in 
the furnace, reducing energy consumption. The MO-RE2150 is a series of 
proprietary centrifugally cast alloys designed specifically for this purpose 
[90]. 

In the centrifugal casting molten metal is poured into a spinning die, 
which can be either on a vertical or horizontal axis. High g-forces applied to 
the molten metal mean that less dense material, including impurities, travels 
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to the inner surface where it t can subsequently be removed by machining. 
This means the surface of a roll prepared in this way will have an outer 
surface that is dense and free of defects as solidification is managed 
directionally under pressure, from the outer rim to the inner rim, avoiding 
any mid-wall shrinkage, leaving a defect-free structure without cavities or 
gas pockets [91]. 

Despite the clear benefits of centrifugal casting, there is a very 
limited processing window. This is because the rotation speed determines at 
the same time final grain size, thickness of the resulting tube and 
solidification speed [92]. For this reason laser re-melting has been chosen as 
a technique for surface modification as it allows an easy and inexpensive 
modification of the resulting surface that can lead to tuning of the 
microstructure based on laser processing parameters. 

5.2   Laser re-melting 

The samples were received as two tubes with the following geometry: 
diameter: 71 mm 

 thickness: 11 mm 
 length: 510 mm 
 
The samples received were, in principle, a finished product ready for 
industrial application and have shown an evidence of surface machining. 
Further, the samples have been sandblasted to minimize surface reflection of 
the laser beam. 
 
The composition in Table 5.1 shows a comparison between a nominal 
composition supplied by Duraloy and our measurements done using EDS, 
15kV, 500 live seconds. There was an apparent discrepancy in the amount of 
tungsten.’ 
 
 Table 5.1 – Composition of the Duraloy tubes, by Wt %. 
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5.3   Analysis of the re-melting results 

5.3.1   Laser re-melted single tracks 

First re-melting trial has been conducted at a range of laser beam 
scanning speeds and laser powers, where the laser power has been increased 
linearly: 
 
Scanning speed  Laser power 
    5 mm/s     300 W – 1100 W (in one revolution) 
  20 mm/s   1000 W – 1800 W (in one revolution) 
100 mm/s   2000 W – 3000 W (in two revolutions) 
 

Figure 5.1 shows a photograph of a section of the Duraloy sample 
with the re-melted tracks shown. The hollow bar has been cut into four 
sections in order to examine track cross-sections at different laser powers for 
each scanning speed. The differences in surface appearance for the 
re-melted laser tracks in Figure 1 are related to speed of solidification at the 
surface. There is a limited space for oxidation which depends on the time of 
solidification and the conditions in the melt pool, which in turn depend on 
the laser scanning speed, amongst other factors. 

Figures 5.2 shows a selection of tracks at different scanning speeds 
and laser powers. The differences in colour saturation are due to use rotation 
of the polarization filters in optical microscopy, which was tune in order to 
maximise visibility of observed features. 
 

 
Figure 5.1 – A photograph of the re-melted laser tracks on a section of Duraloy 
sample. 
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Figure 5.2: Polarized optical micrographs from transversal cross-sections of 
re-melted zones; top left: 1100 W at S = 20 mm/s, top right: 1300 W at S = 20 
mm/s, bottom left: 1500 W at S = 20 mm/s, bottom right: 2250 W at S = 100 mm/s. 
The black dashed line highlights the re-melting interface and the red line shows 
how the coating depth was measured. 
 

 
Figure 5.3 – Depth of re-melted zone on the Duraloy sample for different laser 
energy densities and processing speeds. 

 
The area and depth of the re-melted tracks were plotted against the 

amount of delivered energy density, Figure 5.3. The data points belonging to 
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the same scanning speed are highlighted together. There appears to be a 
roughly linear relation for each of the scanning speed but the 3 scanning 
speeds do not correlate with each other. This suggests that there is a different 
processing regime at different speeds. Additional experimental data would 
be needed to examine this behaviour in more detail. 

Qualitatively, most of the re-melted tracks were of good quality 
without any porosity or cracking and a well-defined interface between 
re-melted regions and the bulk material. The exception were tracks 
produced at highest scanning speed 100 mm/s which all had severe cracking, 
as can be seen in the example shown in Figure 5.2. 

5.3.2   Re-melting of continuous layers 

Further, we have used an overlap of individual re-melted tracks to 
form re-melted layers. We have done three such experiments where we have 
used a scanning speed of 20 mm/s for a set of laser powers and overlap 
ratios. The parameters are presented together with optical microscope 
images of cross-sections of the resulting re-melts in Figure 5.4. The depth 
shown is the minimum amount of re-melted depth corresponding to 
overlapped regions. 

 

 
Figure 5.4 – Optical graphs of the re-melted layers with the processing parameters 
and achieved depth shown. Scanning speed was 20 mm/s for all experiments.. The 
dashed line highlights the re-melting interface. The vertical line shows the how the 
depth was measured. 
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5.3.3   Microstructure modification by re-melting 

The Duraloy sample consists of a dendritic microstructure with 
eutectic solidified between the dendrites. This microstructure is shown in 
bottom part of Figure 5.5 and in Figure 5.6. The elemental and phase content 
of these microstructural features are elaborated in the following section 
(5.3.4). Re-melting has resulted in a considerable decrease in the size of the 
dendrites for all scanning speeds and laser powers. Additionally to a 
dendritic microstructure a columnar microstructure can be seen in some 
regions after re-melting, especially close to an interface. This can be seen in 
Figure 5.5, which shows an interface area between the bulk material and a 
laser re-melted track for scanning speed of 20 mm/s and laser power of 1100 
W. The upper part of the image consists of the re-melted area where a 
sudden change in the background colour can be seen – this corresponds to a 
change in a crystallographic grain orientation. 
 

 
Figure 5.5 – BSE image of an interface between re-melted (top half of the image) 
and the bulk material showing a sudden change in the scale of the microstructure. 

 
Close up on the eutectic regions reveals the eutectic consists of phases with 
elements having very different Z number, as seen by the bright colour 
regions on the BSE image, Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6 – BSE image of the eutectic in the non-re-melted area showing plate 
like phases. 

 
The mean size of a primary dendritic spacing for the non-re-melted 

sample was 47.2 ± 10 µm. The mean sizes for the different re-melted tracks 
are summarised in Figure 5.7 (left). It can be noted that in general the 
microstructure has been made finer by about an order of magnitude and this 
varies only slightly for the different processing parameters. Further it can be 
seen from Figure 5.7 (left) that for each set of scanning speeds there is a 
small decrease in the size of the microstructure with increased laser power. 
 

 
Figure 5.7 – Left: Comparison of microstructure sizes for different processing 
speeds and delivered laser energy density. 
Right: Mean dendritic size for the regions where the re-melted tracks overlapped. 
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The mean dendritic size in the regions between tracks where further 
re-melting was facilitated due to overlap was found to be comparable to the 
results presented in Figure 5.7 (left) and has not changed between the 
re-melted layers, within the uncertainty, Figure 5.7 (right). There are no 
variations inside the re-melted layer between different parts that have been 
overlapped by successive tracks. 

5.3.4   Phase identification 

Combination of EDS mapping and EBSD was used to identify 
individual phases present on a micro-scale. A typical result of one such EDS 
mapping is shown in Figure 5.8, which was made in the section of the 
sample that was not re-melted. Here, it can be clearly seen that Ni and Fe 
predominantly forms the dendrites and Cr, W and Mn have a higher 
concentration in the eutectic where this phase alternates with the Ni-rich 
phase. Further, it can be seen that carbon is more abundant in the chromium 
and tungsten rich phases, possibly forming carbides. 

Hence in EBSD we can consider to try to match for phases 
containing combinations of Ni, various version of Cr carbides and W 
carbides, as we expect the main phases to be Ni solid solution, Cr-C phase(s) 
and possibly W-C phase(s). In EBSD the following phases were considered: 
FCC Ni, several Cr-C phases, WC and W2C. FCC – Ni with a= 3.61 Å had a 
perfect match in the Ni rich areas shown in EDS mapping. We use this phase 
for calibration of our EBSD set-ups. Inside eutectic area only Cr23C6 phase 
had a match. The tungsten phases have shown only partial matching in the 
areas where W was identified as present in EDS. This leads to the conclusion 
that tungsten is dissolved in the Cr23C6 phase. Figure 5.9 shows EBSD phase 
identification in a representative region of the microstructure. 

Note that Ni and Cr23C6 have the same crystal structure with the size 
of the lattice parameter being the only difference. This allows for the 
possibility of the crystals of one phase to grown seamlessly from the other, 
which in turn leads to the two phases within the eutectic having the same 
orientation. This is reflected in the two phases being part of the same grain 
as seen in the inverse pole figure (IPF) in Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.8 – SEM image inside an area that has not been re-melted and an EDS 
mapping of the same micro-structure showing mapping results for different 
elements. 
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Figure 5.9 – EBSD phase identification. From left to right: a SEM image of a 
wider area with a detail of the microstructure highlighted as an image quality map; 
IPF map showing areas with different crystal orientations; phase map, showing 
different identified phases; and their band and pole fits are shown for each of the 
two phases identified. IPF legend for the IPF map is shown in the lower right 
corner. 

 

 
Figure 5.10 – SEM image inside a re-melted area and an EDS mapping of the same 
micro-structure showing mapping results for different elements. 
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Next, let us consider the EDS mapping of the re-melted area. Figure 
5.10 shows EDS maps for a representative microstructure inside the 
re-melted area. Note in the map for W there are a couple of spots that are 
brighter. There are many such areas inside the eutectic in different parts of 
both the re-melted and non-re-melted areas showing that the distributions 
for these two elements are not homogeneous. Otherwise, the relative 
distribution of the elements both inside the eutectic and in the dendrites is 
comparable to the non-re-melted region. 
EBSD analysis of the eutectic area in re-melted microstructure has again 
shown that the eutectic is comprised of an alternating laminar structure of 
FCC Ni-rich phase and Cr23C6 type phase respectively and the majority of 
the sample is again FCC-Ni rich, figure 5.11. 
 

 
Figure 5.11 – SE image (left) showing a detail of a eutectic are in the re-melted 
region. The dark sections of the eutectic correspond to Cr23C6 and the light part to 
Ni phase with the corresponding Kikuchi patterns shown. 

5.3.5   Grain orientation 

We can also consider EBSD on a larger scale to see the grain size for 
a whole re-melted layer. For example, let us consider the layer with 66 % 
overlap ratio from Figure 5.4. Figure 5.12 shows an IPF map of the 
re-melted layer as an inverse pole figure with the SEM image and a phase 
map of the same area shown. 
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Figure 5.12 – SEM image of a transversal cross-section of a re-melted layer with a 
re-melt interface shown with a dashed line (top), IPF map of the same area 
(middle) and phase map (bottom) with red representing FCC Ni and green 
representing the Cr23C6 phases, respectively. IPF legend for the IPF map is shown 
in the lower right corner. The dark blue dashed line highlights the interface 
between substrate and re-melted layer in each figure. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.13 – Top left: image quality map of a wider transversal cross-section of a 
re-melted layer. Bottom left: Inverse pole figure of the same area. 
Right: IPF map of a close up of the Duraloy sample (non-re-melted) highlighting 
relationships between grain orientations of the eutectic and dendrite phases. IPF 
legend from Figure 5.12 applies. 
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Figure 5.13 (left) shows an IPF map with a wider-area view than that 
in figure 5.12. Here, the IPF is compared with an image quality (IQ) map of 
the same area, which in this case helps to bring out the difference between 
the re-melted (upper part of the image) and non-re-melted areas of the 
sample with the interface being clearly visible on IQ map. The grains in this 
sample are very large prior to re-melting and this also dictates the grain size 
and orientation immediately after re-melt interface. In the upper parts of the 
re-melt the grains become gradually smaller and more diverse in orientation, 
forming predominantly elongated grains in the direction of solidification. 
The overlap of the re-melted tracks was from right to left. 

The right side of Figure 5.13 shows a close up on the non-re-melted 
regions in order to investigate the orientation relationship between the grain 
orientation of the eutectic and dendrite regions. Comparing the colours in 
the IPF map for the dendrite and the eutectic regions it can be seen that the 
orientation of the eutectic in one region matches the orientation of the 
dendrite in another region. 

5.3.6   Hardness 

Hardness tests have shown a small (15%) increase in hardness after 
laser re-melting but no noticeable variation with laser power. Figure 5.14 
shows an example of such a measurement for HV 2.5N, showing how 
hardness varies across the re-melt interface. 
 

 
Figure 5.14 – Hardness measured horizontally across the re-melt interface. 
Negative number is position correspond to hardness measurements in the 
substrate. The vertical bar is shown to highlight where the interface (of re-melted 
area) is. 
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Furthermore, it is useful to consider how hardness changes within 
the re-melted layer in order to determine whether the overlap of re-melted 
tracks leads to a gradual change in hardness or not. This has been 
investigated along the length of the second layer (OR = 66%) in 2 rows of 
indentations along the entire length of the re-melted layer. The results are 
shown in Figure 5.15, where the plot shows how hardness changes with 
position in the direction of overlap for each of the rows. Row 1 was in the 
top half of the layer, row 2 in the lower. The plot shows an average of the 
two rows. There is some variation of hardness within a re-melted layer but 
this variation does not, strictly speaking, correlate with position. 
 

 
Figure 5.15 – Hardness in re-melted layer as a function of position: an average of 
the 2 rows as function of position. 

5.4   Thermal degradation test 

During the direct sheet plant section of the industrial process the 
working rolls are subjected to wear and abrasion at high temperature (1200 
°C). The aim of these tests is to determine whether there is a difference in 
thermal degradation and/or performance between re-melted and untreated 
samples. 

5.4.1   Static furnace test 

The first set of tests was done as simple static tests in order to first 
see whether there is a difference in thermal degradation for the two samples. 
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Samples with a laser re-melted layer were placed in a furnace at 1200 
°C in ambient atmosphere for 4 days in order to examine the thermal effects. 
Figure 5.16 shows a representative cross-section for one of the samples. It 
can be seen clearly that an upper part of the re-melted layer has developed 
severe porosity with the remainder of the layer unaffected. Comparison of 
porosities formed on re-melted and untreated surfaces could be seen from 
Figures 5.17 and 5.18.  The porosity on non-re-melted segments of the 
samples was even more severe with larger pores and a higher depth of the 
area affected. 
 
The thickness of the porous layer in re-melted areas was 195.4 ± 11.9 µm 
with 7.9 ± 1.7 % porosity. 
 
For the untreated areas the porous degradation was much more severe, 
extending 735.4 ± 143.50 µm deep with 27.6 ± 4.9 % porosity. 
 
Hence it is clear that the re-melting reduces the effect of the thermal 
degradation. 
 

 
Figure 5.16 – Optical microscope photograph showing re-melted layer after 
thermal exposure. The image was taken with polarisation filters to improve 
visibility of features. 

 
EDS analysis was performed in order to identify the distribution of 

different elements across the different regions of the sample. In Figure 5.17 
a comparison between thermally affected re-melted area, deeper layers of 
re-melted area and non-re-melted areas underneath were considered. It can 
be seen from the BSE image and EDS mapping that in the region underneath 
the porous thermally affected layer the same structure as what has been 
reported previously has been maintained, while in the thermally affected 
region the microstructure with the two phases is no longer present. 
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Figure 5.17 – BSE image showing transition from re-melted to non-re-melted 
region and the thermally affected porous region within the re-melt; and an EDS 
mapping of the same region showing mapping results for Cr, Ni and O. 

 

  

  
Figure 5.18 – BSE image showing transition the thermally affected porous region to the 
bulk in an area that hasn’t been re-melted; and an EDS mapping of the same region showing 
mapping results for Cr, Ni and O. 
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This can be contrasted with a region that did not have a protective 
layer of re-melted area, Figure 5.18. Here it can be clearly seen that the 
effects are much more severe. It can be concluded that in each case the 
chromium is depleted from the porous region where the microstructure has 
been altered by the thermal process and chromium is taken out of the 
eutectic and forms oxides at the surface. 

Figure 5.19 shows BSE images of re-melted and non-re-melted areas 
after thermal exposure where it can be clearly seen that the microstructure 
has been altered completely. Here the white phases in the microstructure 
correspond to the chromium rich eutectic which is completely absent in the 
porous region.  

From Figures 5.18 and 5.19 (right) it can be seen that the pattern of 
the porosity resembles the pattern of the original microstructure for 
non-re-melted areas. In the case of re-melted area the microstructure is much 
finer and the thermal degradation is less severe. Most likely it is therefore 
this reduction in the size of the Cr-containing eutectic that leads to resistance 
to thermal degradation. 
 

   
Figure 5.19 – BSE image of thermally affected region in re-melted layer (left) and 
BSE image showing thermally affected segment in non-re-melted area showing a 
much more severe degradation (right). 

 
First microstructural observations suggest that surface degradation at 

high temperature has a different development on treated and non-treated 
surfaces. Further extended experiments have been realized with the aim to 
clarify and quantify these initial observations. 

Several samples have been taken from the same laser re-melted 
segment on the rim of the Duraloy bar and exposed in the furnace for a range 
of time interval up to 8 days. 
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Summary of the measurements on the porosity sizes and percentage 
is shown in Table 5.2. It can be concluded that most of the porosity is formed 
in the first few hours, but continues to increase slowly with further exposure. 
The size of the holes and the amount of porosity was still higher for the 
segments that were not laser treated although the difference has been much 
smaller. The main difference is still the character of the porosity, which has 
been similar to what was initially observed. The length of the holes in Table 
5.2 corresponds to the long axis on the ‘connected holes’ in untreated 
material. 

 
Table 5.2 – Summary of average measurements of the sizes and relative amounts 
of porosity after furnace exposure (1200 °C) for different time intervals. 

 

 
 
Table 5.3 – Depth of the porous layer for re-melted and original samples after 
different time intervals. Tests at 1200 °C. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.20 – An optical image of a representative section of the sample after 
furnace exposure. Laser re-melted region is on the left. Transition to the untreated 
section is marked with a red dashed line. 
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Figure 5.21 – Re-melted region after 4 hours in the furnace. From left to right: IPF 
map of the re-melted region; zoomed section of the porous layer in IPF map; 
image quality map; legend for the IPF maps. 

 

 
Figure 5.22 – Untreated region after 4 hours in the furnace. From left to right: IPF 
map; image quality map with grain boundaries; EDS map showing Cr distribution. 
Bottom: Scale bar and legends. For grain boundary legend – red denotes twin grain 
boundaries (nickel phase), grain boundaries for 5° misorientation. 
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Figure 5.23 – Re-melted region after 8 days in the furnace showing clear boundary 
within the re-melted region with twin grains. From left to right: IPF map, image 
quality map, IPF map legend. Transversal cross-section, surface is on the left. The 
edge end of the re-melted area coincides with the end right end of the images. 
 

    
Figure 5.24 – Untreated region after 8 days in the furnace. From left to right: IPF 
map, EDS map for Cr; image quality map with grain boundaries, IPF map legend. 
Transversal cross-section, surface is on the right. 

 
The depth of the porous layer increases roughly as a square root of 

time, as is the case for diffusion driven processes, Table 5.3. In every case 
the average depth of the porous layer on the laser treated samples was 
considerably lower, Figure 5.20. 
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Furthermore, it is useful to consider the grain structure changes in 
these samples. For this investigation we have considered samples that have 
been exposed in the furnace for 4 hours and for 8 days at 1200 °C. 

Figure 5.21 shows IPF and image quality map for the re-melted 
section after furnace exposure. The porous layer can be seen forming. There 
is some localised mis-orientation within the grains likely caused by the 
diffusion of Cr and the porosity formation. There is no noticeable effect on 
the grain structure. 

Figure 5.22 shows the same for untreated samples showing very 
different results. A layer has been formed where the original grain 
orientation has been modified greatly and additionally twins have been 
formed within the grains. Interestingly this layer is deeper than the porous 
layer where the Cr has been depleted. 

Next we shall consider the grain structure after 8 days in the furnace. 
There is now a very clear interface also within the re-melted grain structure 
that is deeper than the porous region, Figure 5.23. 
Untreated sample shows similar grain structure for 8 days as what has been 
observed after 4 hours, except this layer is now considerably deeper, Figure 
5.24. 

5.4.2   Simple rolling contact test (done at Twente University) 

Rolling contact test was designed with the idea to facilitate a 
comparative test of re-melted and untreated sample surface in a dynamic 
manner. In this test two discs are in contact while simultaneously moving in 
a single direction (without reversal) at the same speed (no slipping). One 
disc simulates the slab and is made of the slab material and the other disc 
simulates coated roll and has the coating applied on the rim in a 
perpendicular contact with the first disc, Figure 2.4. 
 
The tests were conducted, each at 20 - 30 minutes duration due to material 
failure:  

• Rolling contact without slip 
• Load 5 N 
• Speed 30 mm / s 
• T = 1200 °C 
• Nitrogen flow: 16 l/min 
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The test was done under nitrogen atmosphere in order to minimise 
oxidation and to be close to industrial conditions, where 95% nitrogen – 5% 
hydrogen is in use. 

The counter-material was electric steel, supplied by Tata Steel. Table 
5.4 shows measured elemental composition, using the EDS technique, of the 
Duraloy sample before test, electric steel counter material and the surface 
composition (inside the wear track area) for both laser re-melted and 
untreated samples after the test. Only Fe and Si is shown as one of the 
reasons for this experiment was to test for silicon pick-up from the el. steel 
counter. 

 
Table 5.4 – From left to right: Elemental composition of the Duraloy sample 
before the test, counter material and the Duraloy sample in both re-melted and 
untreated cases after the test. Surface analysis. 

 
 

From the elemental analysis it can be noted that both samples show 
evidence of silicone pick-up from the counter with the laser re-melted 
sample performing slightly better. It is also clear there is a significant pick 
up of iron, most of which was iron oxide. In the case of iron the difference is 
much more dramatic. This experiment therefore suggests that laser 
re-melting leads to significant improvement in reducing pick-up of iron 
oxide. 

5.4.3   Advanced rolling contact test (done at CRM in Belgium) 

Following the success of the preliminary rolling contact test in 
Twente University it was decided together with Tata Steel that a new test 
should be conducted with a thicker and wider disc with the idea that such a 
geometry would be closer to industrial condition (direct sheet plant). 

The original (71 mm wide) bar supplied by Duraloy was used 
without any dissection. The re-melting was done around the outer rim of the 
entire bar, Figure 5.25, with the minimal re-melted depth of the whole bar of 
1.3 mm. Segments #1, 2, 5 and 6 were used for the tests, the remaining 
untreated part of the bar was used to create control experiment segments. 
The samples have been machined prior to the test to remove any uneven 
surface and to achieve same surface roughness. The counter material was 
again electric steel. 
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 Figure 5.25 – Photograph of the Duraloy bar with re-melted segments. 
 
The trial conditions were as follows: 

- 2-disc configuration 
- Strip temperature: 1000 °C 
- Work roll disc – diameter 71 mm (Duraloy and re-melted 

Duraloy) 
- Contact stress between strip and work roll: 170 MPa (minimum 

achievable with the equipment) 
- Rotation speed of the work roll: 12 rpm ( = 44.6 mm/s) 
- Protective atmosphere: Nitrogen with dew point ~ 40 °C 

 
The trials conducted are summarised in Table 5.5. Note that for each laser 
re-melted sample there was an untreated reference sample at the same 
conditions. 
 

Table 5.5 – Summary of test conditions as supplied by CRM Belgium. 

 
 

Note that the temperature that was achieved during the test was 
lower than the 1200 °C that is normal for direct sheet plant which was due to 
a technical limitation. Never the less, surface and cross sectional analysis 
could provide some insight into the difference in performance. 

Firstly let us consider surface roughness across the different 
samples. Generally speaking all samples had a smooth surface with no wear 
track (since the whole width of the sample was in contact) and some minor 
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localised accumulations present that were considered in the roughness 
averages below.  

Roughness was always measured as Ra in µm. The measured values 
are an average of a ~ 20 surface roughness measurements that were always 
measured in the same direction (axial measurement) and same magnification 
(20x) on the circumference of each sample. The results of the measurements 
had the same values for treated and non-treated samples and were within a 
few µm away from the specified (machined) initial roughness before 
experiment, which was 0.6 – 0.8 µm. 

Diameter before and after the test was measured in each case with a 
precision of  0.01 mm to see if there is any significant loss of material during 
the test. No changes were found in any of the cases. 

Next let us consider the change in weight of the samples before and 
after the test. 
 
Weight differences in grams: 
 
0.5h  before  after  difference 
ref 83  298.51  298.5  -0.01   
ref 85  308.64  308.58  -0.06  average: -0.035 
sample 1 305.23  305.23  -0.00   
sample 6 313.18  313.15  -0.03  average: -0.015 
 
2h   
ref 84  301.81  301.6  -0.19 
ref 86  301.8  301.57  -0.23  average: -0.21 
sample 2 289.89  289.89  -0.00 
sample 5 308.62  308.63  +0.01  average: +0.005 
 

It is clear that in the case of the laser re-melted samples the weight 
difference stays close to zero, in all tests or with a very little change. 
Meanwhile, the samples that were untreated (reference) show significantly 
larger wear which seems to increase with time. In the half an hour test the 
average weight loss is more than double that for the laser re-melted samples, 
while for the 2 hour test it is nearly two orders of magnitude. This is the first 
indication in the difference in performance of the samples and it suggests 
clearly that laser re-melting leads to a better performance. 

Let us consider a cross-section analysis to determine whether there 
are any depth effects that could be distinct in the laser re-melted and 
untreated cases. 
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Figure 5.26 – Microstructure of laser re-melted sample after a 2h test showing 
elemental maps and SE image (top) and IPF map (bottom left). Images are 
transversal cross-sections. Tested surface on the bottom in each case. 
Bottom right: Reference example for laser re-melted microstructure. IPF map with 
legend. Transversal cross section; the tested surface is on the bottom. Re-melted 
depth approximately 600 µm from the surface. 

200 µm 

200 µm 

800 µm 
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In the cross sections both elemental analysis and grain structure 
observations were considered. From the point of view of grain structure 
nothing unusual was found.  

The observed grain structure was same for re-melted and untreated 
samples as their respective microstructures prior to thermal treatment, 
suggesting the grain structure modification takes place at temperatures 
higher than 1000 °C, Figure 5.26. 

For reference, we can consider the microstructure of a laser 
re-melted Duraloy sample that was not exposed to thermal treatment, Figure 
5.26 (bottom right). 

In the case of the laser re-melted sample it is possible to make an 
estimate on how the re-melted depth has changed. The laser re-melting was 
done with parameters which typically give a minimal re-melted depth of 
1300 µm. This number can vary by approximately 100 µm from sample to 
sample based on exact processing conditions. In this case (Figure 5.26) we 
can see the new depth after 2h test is 1240 µm minimum, which shows that 
in this case there was no loss of material during the wear test (within the 
uncertainty bounds). Furthermore we can notice, looking at the cross section 
images in Figure 5.26 that there is no porosity, no surface degradation and 
no migration of Cr. There is only a few µm thin layer of Fe oxide on the 
surface, which can be attributed to material from the counter piece. 

Therefore it is clear there is no effect of high temperature wear test 
within 2 hours on the microstructure for the re-melted sample. Let us also 
consider the untreated sample, Figure 5.27, which shows again IPF map and 
an EDS map as well as a phase map (previously two phases were identified – 
Nickel and Cr23C6). 

In this case it is also useful to consider a phase map as due to the 
larger size of the microstructural features it is easier record and subsequently 
to see the individual phases, bottom part of Figure 5.27. The red regions 
correspond to the Cr23C6 phase and the blue corresponds to the Nickle phase. 
From the fact that the red phase is abundant even close to the surface (near 
the bottom of the figure) we can conclude that there is no clear deterioration 
of this phase via diffusion as observed at higher temperatures. More 
importantly, we can see from the figure there is indeed no surface 
deterioration and no porosity. 
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Figure 5.27 – Microstructure of untreated sample after a 2h test showing elemental 
maps and SE image (top), IPF map (middle) with IPF legend and a phase map 
(bottom) – blue is nickel phase, red is Cr23C6 phase. 

Fe 
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Finally, it is useful to consider detailed elemental profiles 
comparatively for the samples in the surface region as well as deeper inside 
the sample.  
 
Cross section elemental profiles (in At%): 
 
Surface layer average (0 – 10 µm deep) 
2h untreated reference  Re-melted Sample 2 Re-melted Sample 5 
C   17.9   23.4   22.8 
O   13.4   14.2   15.9 
Si  1.7   2.8   3 
Cr  26.8   24.1   22.8 
Mn  0.4   0.9   0.8 
Fe  3.7   2.1   3.7 
Ni  33.6   30.7   28.9 
W   2.1   2.0   1.9 
 
Deeper inside sample average (cross-section) 
2h untreated reference  Re-melted Sample 2 Re-melted Sample 5 
O   5.9   5.6   5.5 
Si  0   0   0.1 
Cr  39.5   39.4   39.6 
Mn  0   0   0 
Fe  0.9   1   0.8 
Ni  51.6   52   52.1 
W   2.1   2.1   1.9 
 

There was a 5-10 µm thick surface layer in all cases which contained 
Fe oxide and 2-3 % Si in all cases. There was no depth effect of either of this 
pick-up in all cases, which can also be clearly seen from the elemental maps 
Figures 5.26 and 5.27. 

The surface analysis of the samples has shown there was no clear 
difference in performance of the samples. The reason for this is most 
probably that despite the clear difference in microstructure the origin of 
surface effects is mostly due to difference in evolution of the microstructure 
as exposed to thermal effects. The cross-sectional analysis on these samples 
has revealed that there was no clear deterioration on any of these samples 
even after 2 hours of continuous heat and wear exposure. 

Keeping in mind that the stark differences in degradation previously 
observed were at 1200 °C and these tests were done at 980 °C we can 
conclude the thermal effects that lead to porosity, diffusion and grain 
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modification are prevalent at higher temperatures than the temperature of 
this test. 

Never the less, the mass differences suggest that even at these lower 
temperatures the laser re-melted sample clearly performs better with no 
clear mass loss over time, while the untreated sample shows clear signs of 
mass loss. 

Therefore based on the previous tests on Duraloy and this test it is 
clear that laser re-melting offers a significant improvement in all aspects of 
performance with respect to untreated sample. 

To finalise this comparison with definitive qualitative values a new 
test should be conducted which will be closer to the relevant temperature 
(more than 1150 °C). In this way it will also be able to get more precise 
values on the difference in performance with respect to thermal surface 
degradation and pick-up. 

5.5   Detailed microstructural investigation 

We have seen in Figures 5.22 – 5.24 that interesting grain structure 
features were observed in Duraloy sample following thermal treatment. 
Namely, the twin grains have been observed. In this section the goal is to 
investigate the origin of the observed structures of these features in more 
detail for both laser re-melted and untreated samples. 

The presence of annealing twins is typically associated with 
deformation stress during heat treatment. It is well known that twinning can 
take place for grain boundaries migrating into deformed regions [93]. 
Recrystallization can take place as a result of strain (more than 5%) at higher 
temperatures. Such annealing twins have a disorientation relation of 60° @ 
<1 1 1>. This has been documented for Ni alloys with a relationship between 
grain size and annealing twin density [93]. In nickel, recrystallization takes 
place on the order of minutes at temperatures above 900 °C in the presence 
of deformation and results in the presence of annealing twins; the 
probability of twinning, therefore, depends on grain boundary energy, on 
deformation before treatment, prior grain size and the presence of any 
inclusions such as other phases [94–97]. Furthermore, twinning is linked to 
migrating grain boundaries as they migrate into deformed regions [98]. 

In our case, however, there was no externally induced stress or 
deformation. The origin of the driving force must therefore be internal, 
likely related to diffusion. Diffusion induced recrystallization can arise as a 
consequence of the Kirkendall effect [99]. 
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It has been shown previously that diffusion process is strongly 
influenced by microstructure [99,100]. The diffusion can be either volume 
or grain boundary. The type of diffusion that dominates correlates with 
temperature and grain size. Typically, for larger grains volume diffusion 
dominates and grain boundary diffusion dominates at small grain size and 
higher temperatures. Diffusion can lead to grain boundary migration [101]. 
Excess solute concentration results in a build-up of compressive stress at 
grain boundaries, which then leads to grain boundary migration. Grain 
boundary migration leaves behind a depleted or enriched region, which then 
leads to a change of free energy, which in turn can be a driving force for 
recrystallization. In diffusion induced recrystallization new grains are 
formed with a different solute concentration behind moving grain 
boundaries. 

In particular, in FCC systems such as nickel twin nucleation often 
arises due to dislocations in the lattice as a result of advancing interface 
[97,100]. Twinning can arise due to migrating grain boundary with higher 
number of twins relating to higher number of grains, which have similar 
orientation relationship to a neighbouring twin [100,102]. Additionally, 
annealing deformation depends on the grain boundary velocity. With higher 
deformation comes higher probability of twinning. Stored energy is a main 
driving force for nucleation and grain growth during recrystallization. 
Higher stored energy gradient favours twin formation and leads to higher 
grain boundary migration rate. The presence of second phase allows for 
local deformation around particles, which increase locally grain boundary 
migration, which in turn favours twin formation. [103] 
 
Therefore it is clear that recrystallization and twin formation can take place 
as a result of diffusion for a binary system as is the case here with the Ni 
matrix and Ni-Cr carbide eutectic system. Considering the size of grains in 
re-melted and untreated segments and the aforementioned stipulations we 
can postulate that: 

- Recrystallization takes place in the Duraloy sample at temperature as 
a consequence of diffusion driven transport of material 

- Twin grains have a chance of appearing in the recrystallized segment 
- Twin grains are more likely to appear in untreated samples due to 

smaller spacing between grains 
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Therefore let us consider the grain structure for both untreated and 
laser re-melted samples after 2h, 8h and 100h in the furnace at 1200 °C by 
considering grain structure and elemental maps. The surface is in all cases 
on the right side of the figures. The figures are always shown in the 
following order: IPF map with grain boundaries highlighted, Ni elemental 
map, Cr elemental map and image quality map with grains highlighted. 
Additionally, where applicable, twin grain boundaries are highlighted in red. 

 

 
Figure 5.28 – Re-melted sample after 2h (1200 °C). From left to right: IPF map, 
IPF legend, Ni map, Cr map and image quality map. Grain boundaries are 
highlighted. 

 
Figure 5.29 – Untreated sample after 2h (1200 °C). From left to right: IPF map, 
IPF legend, Ni map, Cr map and image quality map. Grain boundaries are 
highlighted; twin boundaries are highlighted in red. 
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Figure 5.28 shows the microstructure after 2h in the furnace for a 

re-melted sample. In this case re-melting tracks are clearly visible showing 
original microstructure deeper in the sample. There is no clear grain 
modification visible here, and a very narrow elemental depletion zone is 
visible on the elemental maps (15 µm). 

Let us compare this to the untreated sample after 2h, in figure 5.29. 
In this case we can see very clear change in grain structure deep into the 
sample as well as a presence of twinned grains. The depletion of the Cr 
carbides is now also clearly deeper (50 µm). What is interesting here is that 
the grains are modified ahead of the diffused region. This is likely caused by 
stress due to recrystallization of neighbouring grains and due to the a large 
number of grain boundaries. This will likely result in an even greater grain 
boundary diffusion at longer furnace exposure times. 

 
After 8h the situation is quite similar with some small differences. 

For the laser re-melted sample it looks like a layer of smaller grains a 
discreet distance from the surface is starting to form but is not clearly 
defined, Figure 5.30. There are still no twins.  

For the untreated sample, it is the same as in the previous case but it 
is clearly visible that there are much more twins now and the modified 
region goes deeper into the sample, Figure 5.31. This suggests that indeed 
the grain modification is due to diffusion driven recrystallization which 
continues to affect neighbouring grains as diffusion continues due to 
neighbouring stress deeper into the untransformed matrix, as has been 
suggested previously [99]. 
 

Finally, we will consider the case after 100h in the furnace. Here in 
both cases there is a very clearly defined region of grain modified depth that 
agrees with depletion of Cr carbides from the eutectic. The depth has a clear 
boundary of stable depth and there are now twins present also in re-melted 
sample, Figure 5.32, however the crystallographic texture and size of grains 
is different. Untreated sample is shown in Figure 5.33. 
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Figure 5.30 –Re-melted sample after 8h (1200 °C). From left to right: IPF map, 
IPF legend, Ni map, Cr map and image quality map. Grain boundaries are 
highlighted. 

 
Figure 5.31 – Untreated sample after 8h (1200 °C). From left to right: IPF map, 
IPF legend, Ni map, Cr map and image quality map. Grain boundaries are 
highlighted; twin boundaries are highlighted in red. 
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Figure 5.32 – Re-melted sample after 100h (1200 °C). From left to right: IPF map, 
IPF legend, Ni map, Cr map and image quality map. Grain boundaries are 
highlighted. Twin boundaries are highlighted in red. 

 
Figure 5.33 – Untreated sample after 100h (1200 °C). From left to right: IPF map, 
IPF legend, Ni map, Cr map and image quality map. Grain boundaries are 
highlighted; twin boundaries are highlighted in red.  
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Re-melted sample            Untreated sample 

 
Figure 5.34 – First 300 µm for re-melted and untreated samples at 8h and 100h 
(1200 °C). IPF map on image quality map. Grain boundaries are highlighted in 
white, twin boundaries in red.  

 
Based on these observations it can be concluded that the initial 

evolution of the diffusion driven degradation leads to different results in 
re-melted and untreated samples. This is a consequence of different scale of 
microstructure (that has been elaborated previously). In both cases there is a 
clear evidence of diffusion driven recrystallization that alters the grain 
structure, which is more pronounced in the untreated case, due to different 
initial microstructure and thus a different evolution over time. This is 
apparent from Figure 5.34, which shows a comparison of a 300 µm band 
near the surface for both samples at 8 and 100 h (at 1200 °C). 
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Figure 5.35 – Left: Diffusion coefficient with respect to time. Right: Grain density 
with respect to time. Values for untreated and re-melted samples are shown. 

 
These differences in microstructural evolution and diffusion are 

further apparent from the changes in diffusion coefficient and grain density 
over time for both untreated and re-melted samples, Figure 5.35. In both the 
values converge at 100h, with the diffusion coefficient already converging 
at 8h. In other words, at 8h the conditions are completely different but the 
diffusion coefficient is the same, thus suggesting there is a different 
diffusion mechanism – for the untreated sample it is grain boundary 
dominant and for the re-melted sample volume diffusion dominates. 
 

Table 5.6 – Depth of modified regions for untreated and re-melted samples for 
different time intervals.  

Time in furnace 
[hours] 

Untreated 
Twinned grain 
depth [µm] 

Untreated 
Cr depletion 
depth [µm] 

Re-melted 
Twinned grain 
depth [µm] 

Re-melted 
Cr depletion 
depth [µm] 

2 150 50 0 15 
4 150 50 0 40 
8 300 75 0 75 
100 300 300 300 300 
  

We can also consider how the depth of the depleted microstructure, 
from the point of view of elemental diffusion (Cr carbide disappearance), 
correlates with the depth of clearly recrystallized microstructure and the 
presence of twin grains, Table 5.6. 
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Table 5.7 – Twin fractions for untreated and re-melted samples in the 
recrystallized band. 

Time in furnace 
[hours] 

Untreated 
Twin fraction 

Re-melted 
Twin fraction 

2 0.260 0 

4 0.266 0 

8 0.232 0 

100 0.424 0.322 

 
Therefore we can see that depth of the modified zone reaches a stable 

depth after some time that is likely less than 100h in both cases. While the 
resulting depth is the same in all cases, it can be again seen that the evolution 
is different and also the resulting microstructure is different, as seen clearly 
from Figure 5.35 and as has been elaborated previously in regards to the 
amount of deterioration.  
 

Untreated    Re-melted 

2h    

8h    

100h    
Figure 5.36 – PF texture plots for untreated and re-melted samples after different 
amounts of time in the furnace. Plot magnitudes have been normalised. Textures 
for a band of 300 µm from the surface. 

 
This difference in evolution can further be seen from the twin 

fraction, that is the fraction of the grain boundaries in a given area that 
corresponds to twins, which is shown in Table 5.7 which was taken for the 
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relevant depth in each case (that was recrystallized) depth from the surface 
in all cases. For the re-melted sample most of these are 0 as there were no 
twins found in the early furnace hours. 

From this we can see for the untreated samples the twin fraction 
remains stable during the first 8h and is double at 100h which corresponds to 
the time when the microstructure depletion has caught up with the 
recrystallization. 

Finally we can also consider how texture changes in the first 300 µm 
in the two cases over time. Pole figure texture plots are shown for the 
untreated and re-melted samples at 2h, 8h and 100h in Figure 5.36. The 
magnitudes have been normalised. This shows how texture evolves in the 
samples with time for the same depth – which is the maximum depth that has 
been modified in every case. The corresponding maximum magnitudes for 
each plot are shown in Table 5.8. The plots were normalised to show 
maximum relative magnitude 8. The clearly stronger texture at 2h for the 
untreated sample is due to only half of the band of interest recrystallized at 
2h (Table 5.6). Other than that there is no appreciable change in texture with 
respect to time for both samples but there is a clear stronger texture for the 
re-melted sample. 

 
 Table 5.8 – Corresponding magnitudes from PF plots in Figure 5.36. 

Time 
[hours] 

Untreated 
Max. magnitude 

Re-melted 
Max. magnitude 

2 7.628 7.628 

8 2.552 6.482 

100 2.808 7.71 

 
The following conclusions can therefore be drawn: 

- Recrystallization has taken place in the Duraloy sample as a result of 
diffusion of Cr, from existing carbides in the eutectic, to the surface 

- Recrystallization speed and evolution is different for the re-melted 
and untreated samples 

- The difference arises due to differences in diffusion mechanisms 
- These in turn arise due to differences in initial microstructures 
- Larger grains are preferential at higher temperature due to lower 

grain boundary density 
- Lower grain boundary density suppresses grain boundary type 

diffusion leading to the dominance of (slower) volume diffusion 
- Suppressed diffusion results in superior resistance to thermal 

degradation 
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5.6   Conclusions 

The Duraloy sample MO-RE2150 consists of Ni solid solution 
dendritic structure with eutectic between the dendrites that is composed of a 
plate like structure made up of Ni solid solution and Cr23C6 with W 
dissolved mainly in the later. High temperature degradation of the surface of 
this alloy happens mainly due to diffusion of Cr to the free surface. This 
diffusion is controlled by grain boundary diffusion and as a consequence 
Kirkendall porosity is formed at originally eutectic places.     

The sample can be easily treated by laser re-melting resulting in 
refined microstructure (dendritic) and slightly increased hardness and larger 
grains. The scale of the microstructure is approximately an order of 
magnitude smaller after re-melting with the same phases as before 
re-melting. Depth of re-melted layer could be controlled by processing 
parameters (laser power, laser beam scanning speed and overlap ratio) 
inside sub millimetre range.   

Continuous re-melted layers can be achieved using an overlap of 
individual re-melted tracks. It is easily possible to achieve such layers that 
are free from cracks and porosity. 

Re-melting reduces the severity of the effects of high temperature 
thermal exposure, but doesn’t prevent it completely. Repeated experiments 
in the furnace have shown that re-melting improves this resistance 
consistently. The grain structure investigation shows that as a result of an 
initially distinct grain structure the laser re-melted and untreated samples 
follow a different microstructural evolution over time during heat treatment. 
The presence of Kirkendall porosity has been observed in both cases, but 
with a considerably less severe result for re-melted samples. This is 
attributed to different diffusion mechanism that arises due to different scale 
of microstructure. Furthermore this difference also accounts for differences 
in the amount of diffusion induced recrystallization where in the case of 
untreated sample this effect is seen early on and allows for further diffusion 
and subsequent deterioration. In the case of laser re-melted sample this is 
supressed due to the effect of laser re-melted microstructure. 
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The novelty of this work can be summarised as follows: 
- Application of laser re-melting technique in order to enhance the 

resistance of existing alloy for the purpose of high heat and wear 
resistance 

- Observation of diffusion driven recrystallization and twin formation 
Ni-based alloy at temperature in the absence of any external force, 
which has been previously unreported, as far as the author is aware 

- Explanation for superior thermal and wear resistance properties of 
this alloy post laser treatment in terms of basic microstructural 
changes 

 
 
 
 
Publications relating to this Chapter: 
 
O. Nenadl, V. Ocelík and J. Th. M. De Hosson, Superior wear resistance of 
Ni-based alloy following microstructural changes after laser treatment 
[submitted]



  Chapter 6

Continuous annealing lines – Pick-up 
suppression 

 In the Chapters 3 and 4 laser cladding has been investigated as a tool and 
predictions for the final structure and texture have been presented. In this Chapter 
laser cladding is used with a practical application in mind to address a challenge 
faced in the continuous annealing lines of the steel manufacturing process – the 
pick-up phenomenon. This problem is investigated in detail in this Chapter and a 
new coating candidates are explored based on the laser cladding techniques. The 
results of various tests on these coating candidates are compared to existing 
models from literature and a coating candidate is selected along with general 
recommendations for industrial application. 

6.1   Nature of the pick-up challenge on continuous annealing 
lines 

 This work relates to continuous annealing line of the steel production 
process. The conditions are a closed furnaces with a protective atmosphere 
(nitrogen with a few percent hydrogen) and temperatures typically between 
800 and 900 ºC. 

The steel strip is transported through various sections of the furnace 
by means of conveying rolls. Over time, a build-up occurs on the surface of 
the roll, Figure 6.1. This mechanism is referred to as pick-up and has a 
number of causes. Pick up can start as a microscopic amount of dust adhered 
to the surface but continues to grow in size and eventually results in uneven 
roll surface and thereby leads to defects in the final product. [104,105] 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram depicting continuous annealing line (left) and a 
section of the line highlighting the pick-up problem (right). Taken from [106]. 

6.2   Pick-up mechanism 

 Pick up starts by accumulation of dust. The dust contains iron and in 
advanced steels also elements such as manganese or silicon. These can 
oxidise even from small amount of humidity in the furnace [107]. This 
accumulation is strongly enhanced if there is a mismatch in velocity 
between the roll and the strip [105,108,109]. The oxide dust easily sticks on 
the surface of the roll at the furnace temperatures. Over time the manganese 
diffuses into the roll bulk forming a metallurgical bond and functioning as a 
further seeding region for the pick-up due to uneven surface, Figure 6.2 
[104,105,108,110]. 
 
 

 
Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of Mn / Si pick-up mechanism. Taken from [108] 

 

6.3   Choice of coating 

6.3.1   Ellingham diagram 

A graphical representation for the temperature dependent stability of 
compounds called Ellingham diagram [111] can be used to predict the 
likelihood of preferential oxidation of different metals based on relations of 
Gibbs free energy of oxidation for different metals with respect to 
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temperature. The diagram is used in metallurgy to predict equilibrium 
temperature between metal, its oxide and oxygen. The prediction is purely 
thermodynamic and as such some of these reactions may be very slow. As 
will be discussed later for Al oxidation. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.3: Ellingham diagram for different oxides including Fe, Mn, Si, Al and Cr. 
Taken from [112]. 
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The lower is the position of a metal line in the Ellingham diagram, 
the greater is the stability of its oxide. A greater the gap between any two 
lines on the diagram results in an increased effectiveness of reducing agent 
(corresponding to the lower line). 
 It is clear from Figure 6.3 that aluminium is easier to oxidise than 
manganese. Therefore, if we wish to design a coating that addresses pick up 
of manganese based on manganese oxide formation the coating should 
contain aluminium. Furthermore, both aluminium and chromium are lower 
on the diagram than iron, with chromium being comparable to manganese in 
Gibbs free energy of oxidation. Therefore, we can consider a coating based 
on a combination of aluminium and chromium. This is of particular 
importance due to limitation on the amount of aluminium that can be in the 
coating. 

6.3.2   Coating composition 

In order to address this pick up problem it is necessary to consider 
the correct material for the annealing rolls. The challenge discussed here 
relates to the surface of the roll, which leads to the conclusion that only the 
surface needs to be made of a special material. Therefore, we can conclude 
the ideal solution from industrial point of view where efficiency and cost 
effectiveness plays a role should be a coating of superior properties upon an 
inexpensive substrate. The coating should have a good bonding with the 
substrate, perform well at furnace temperatures and have excellent oxidation 
resistance – specifically towards iron and manganese oxides. 

Towards this end, MCrAlY coatings are typically used with M being 
in this case most often Ni, Co or a combination of both. Ni is by far the most 
common in literature, with recent work showing that Ni based coating with 
an additional of Co results in the fastest stable protective layer and smoother 
surface (roughness also plays a role in pick up as discussed above) 
[109,113]. The purpose of Cr and Al in the coating is to provide oxidation 
resistance as they preferentially oxidise and form a protective layer on the 
top of the coating that prevents further oxidation [110,114]. Cr provides 
oxidation resistance but at less than 16 Wt % the resistance is insufficient 
and at more than 25 % the coating becomes brittle [115]. Al is even more 
effective at supressing oxidation, but the initial formation of the protective 
layer is rather slow with the optimal Wt % between 8 and 15 leading to a 
thermally stable adherent continuous layer at coating surface [109,116]. The 
combination of Cr and Al is therefore essential, as they are complimentary 
in supressing surface oxidation. Y has a dual purpose in the coating. Firstly, 
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yttrium oxides at the surface acting as a diffusion barrier (presumably at 
grain boundary) to both Mn and Fe [113]. Secondly, Y functions to 
strengthen and maintain an oxidation film and thereby maintains the 
integrity of the whole coating improves bonding with substrate and 
strengthens the entire coating. The optimal Y Wt % is between 0.5 and 1 
[110,115,117,118]. Additionally, according to [117] the presence of Y 
results in a faster formation of oxidation-resistance layer at the coating 
surface.  

A reported drawback of this approach is the risk of reaction of MnO 
with the protective layer to form MnAl2O4 spinnels at the surface resulting 
in a brittle surface and can actually further seed the pick-up instead of 
hindering it. This problem has been reported at higher Al % [110]. It was 
therefore suggested to keep the Al Wt % at less than 12. 

Most of the past work in this area has been done using thermal spray 
coatings. More recent work with laser re-melting of thermal spray coatings 
and laser cladding has shown more homogeneous surface coatings where the 
spinel formation is supressed [109,116]. These authors report that the 
spinnel formation arises due to impure oxides formed during thermal spray 
process, which creates less homogeneous coating where the Al oxidation is 
slower. The spinnel formation is supressed via α – Al2O3 scale formation. 
Higher percentages of Al can actually therefore inhibit spinnel formation but 
this has a strong dependence on how well Y is mixed in the coating which is 
much better with laser cladding. 

Furthermore, laser cladding of this coating easily creates a thicker 
coating which avoids depletion of Y and Al reservoirs and can therefore 
maintain protective layers more easily [109,113,117]. 

6.4   Experimental design 

Most of the pick-up tests reported in the literature were conducted as 
a simple static contact test in the furnace, without providing any further 
details. In some cases the static contact test has been conducted as 
“sandwich” design – where the a source of manganese is placed between 
two coated substrates, as either Mn containing slab or MnO powder 
[108,113,119], or as a rolling contact test with reciprocal movement of the 
coated substrate [119]. 
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6.4.1   Static test design 

In line with the literature we have, in the first instance, conducted 
pick up tests that were carried out as a simple contact static test. That is, two 
samples placed in a contact in a furnace with a protective atmosphere. One 
sample to represent the coated roll and the other piece a counter material 
representing the slab of metal – advanced high strength steel – Fe 1.6Mn 
Wt.%. Additionally, unlike what has been reported in literature we have also 
conducted reference experiments (SS304 uncoated substrate). These were in 
the first instance done at the same time as the pickup experiment, placing an 
uncoated substrate (reference) in the furnace together with a coated one, 
Figure 6.4. Secondly, the Praxair spray coatings currently used at Tata Steel 
were tested for pick up in a separate experiment. 
 

 
Figure 6.4: Experimental set-up for our static contact test. Sample refers to a 
coated SS304 with the coating in direct contact with the counter material which is 
advanced high strength steel (AHSS). 

6.5   Praxair Ni-278 powder 

This was the first powder that has been selected based on initial 
literature review as it matched the general composition found in patents and 
was the only commercially available powder from one of the patent holders, 
Praxair. 
 
The composition of this powder is: Ni 23Cr 6Al 0.5Y Wt % 
 

It is important to note this powder is marketed and intended for 
plasma spray application. Therefore the applicability of this powder to the 
laser cladding method is not assumed. To this end the powder was analysed, 
preliminary cladding experiments were conducted and investigated. 
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Figure 6.5 shows an SE image of the powder sample. This is a very 
representative sample and it can be inferred that the powder is relatively 
homogeneous in size and adopts a well-rounded shape, which are both good 
conditions for laser cladding. The surface features on the particles suggest 
the powder could be a result of a mixture of different batches. 
 

 
Figure 6.5 – An SE image of Praxair Ni 278 powder. 

 

 
Figure 6.6 – X-ray diffraction pattern of the Praxair Ni 278 powder. Blue peaks are 
measured, red represent expected pattern for nickel. The pattern is after 
background subtraction and for a whole range 10–120° 2Ɵ. 

 
An x-ray powder diffraction analysis, Figure 6.6, shows very clear 

well defined peaks that coincide with a diffraction pattern for nickel shifted 
to lower diffraction angles. This suggests the composition of the powder 
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particles is predominantly nickel with the remaining elemental content 
dissolved in a nickel solid solution. 

A set of cross-section images of the metal powder reveal 
inter-dendritic phases. Note the shell-like features in some of the images and 
the porosity in one of the particles. Such features could potentially lead to 
porosity in clad layers, Figure 6.7. 
 

  
Figure 6.7 – Optical microscopy images of the Ni 278 powder cross-sections. 
Images taken with a polarization filter. 

 
EDS analysis of the powder particles reveals that the composition 

matches the manufacturer description. There were some rare cases, 
however, where the yttrium content was much higher, as much as 19 Wt %, 
suggesting that the yttrium content is not uniform between individual 
powder particles. EDS mapping has shown a very uniform distribution for 
all of the elemental content showing no substructure discernible with this 
method. 

Laser cladding shows very good bonding with the substrate and no 
cracking. First laser cladding attempts resulted in coatings with large 
amounts of porosity, likely related to the nature of the particles. This was 
supressed by increasing overlap during cladding to 66% at which point 
almost all porosity has been eliminated. Furthermore, it was found that 
increasing the number of layers also supresses porosity. This is easy to 
understand as high overlap and additional layers both result in (partial) 
re-melting of the previously deposited material, which allows for the 
elimination of porosity. 
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Figure 6.8 – Single track (top), single layer coating created using 66% overlap 
(middle), double layer coating (bottom). 

 
Figure 6.8 shows an example of successful clads after the 

aforementioned refinement. Here a single track, one layer coating and a 
double layer coating are shown, showing minimal porosity, no cracking, 
excellent bonding with substrate and minimal dilution in each case. The 
processing parameters were P = 800 W, overlap ratio = 66 %, S = 5 mm/s 
and F = 116.67 g/min. 

The hardness of the resulting tracks is shown in Figure 6.9, showing 
changes across the clad layer including boundary with the substrate for a 
single track, a coating and a double layer coating. There is a significant 
increase in hardness in the case of coatings as opposed to a single track, 
which is caused by additional heat treatment caused by overlap of individual 
laser tracks and layers. However, the approximate mean hardness of 300 HV 
is quite poor for the intended purpose. 
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Figure 6.9 – Hardness change across the clad-substrate interface for single track, 
single layer coating and a double layer coating. 

6.5.1   Praxair Ni-278 powder – static test – results 

Two tests were conducted as static tests: 25h and 100h exposures at 
1200 °C. In each case there were two coated samples and two uncoated 
reference samples. A clear first observation after the 25h test is that there is a 
visual difference near the edges of the samples and in the centres of the 
samples, as seen in Figure 6.10. This can of course be accounted for as the 
edges were more exposed to the atmosphere and some level of oxidation is 
always inevitable. We can therefore expect somewhat different results for 
both, with the edges allowing for a more “extreme test”. 
 
An elemental analysis has been conducted on these samples to determine 
differences in diffusion and oxidation induced pick up of material for the 
coated and uncoated samples. The results are shown in Figure 6.11. 

- The coated sample shows practically no pick up of Mn, whereas in 
the uncoated substrate the surface amount of Mn has doubled. This 
will be discussed later. 

- The amount of oxidation on the surface is by a factor of 2 less for the 
coated sample. 

- There is Si pick up in the uncoated substrate (possibly chipped glass 
from the tube) which is absent on the coated sample. 

- Amounts of Cr have increased on the surfaces in all cases. Amount 
of Al has increased on the surface for the coated sample. 
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Figure 6.10 – A photograph of the samples and reference samples after 25h contact 
test at 1200 °C showing edge effects. Edge effects also visible on the counter 
material. 

 
In both cases the results are averages of surface EDS measurements. 
 

 
Figure 6.11 – Elemental analysis for coated sample (left) and uncoated substrate 
(right) after the 25h contact test at 1200 °C and nitrogen atmosphere. 

 
Next, a 100h test was undertaken. In this case differences between 

edges of the samples and centres were investigated separately in some detail. 
Firstly confocal roughness measurements were carried out but these 

have shown no discernible differences in roughness for any of the samples 
when comparing before and after the test. 

Secondly, EDS measurements were done, this time separately for the 
edges of the samples and for the centres of the samples. 

Additionally two separate measurements are considered. 
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Figure 6.12 – Elemental analysis for 100h contact test at 1200 °C The coating 
results are on the left and uncoated reference on the right. Edge results are on the 
top and centre results on the bottom. ‘Before’ refers to composition measured prior 
to the test and ‘after’ refers to composition measured after contact test. 

 
Let us consider the results from the first sample and first reference 

sample, Figure 6.12. While there is some Mn picked up this time on the 
coated sample we can immediately conclude that the amount of Mn picked 
up is always less for the coated sample and that is less for both samples in 
the centre (less oxidation). Furthermore, in line with previous observations, 
the amounts of Al and Cr have increased at the surface in line with existing 
models to supress Mn pick up. The case that saw no Mn pick up (centre of 
the sample) also coincides with the greatest increase in Al – up to 8.3 Wt %. 

Figure 6.13 shows results of the second set of samples, which is very 
similar to the previous case with one notable difference: The Mn pick up in 
the centre of the sample is this time not supressed, however, we can 
immediately notice that the increase of Al was lower than in the previous 
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case, suggesting a certain minimal amount of Al is needed for a reliable 
suppression. 
 

 

 
Figure 6.13 – Elemental analysis for 100h test. The coating results are on the left 
and uncoated reference on the right. Edge results are on the top and centre results 
on the bottom. ‘Before’ refers to composition measured prior to the test and ‘after’ 
refers to composition measured after contact test. 

 
Therefore, let us consider the surface in more detail. Figure 6.14 

shows a BSE image of a surface of the sample after a 100h test, which 
reveals patches of different composition. Furthermore, elemental 
composition of both of the light and dark coloured patches are shown. The 
light patch has Mn pick up supressed while at the same time having 
considerably larger amount of Al at the surface. This suggests that higher 
amount of Al is needed to facilitate an effective Mn suppression and that it is 
much more effective to increase Al slightly even at the expense of Cr. This 
observation is in line with previous observation (Figures 6.11 and 6.12) and 
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existing theoretical understanding discussed in section 6.3.2. Furthermore, it 
clearly suggests that a higher base amount of Al in the coating is necessary 
in order to provide a more uniform and higher concentration of Al at the 
surface. 
 

    
Figure 6.14 – Top: BSE surface image of the coated sample after 100h contact test 
at temperature. Bottom: average elemental compositions of the distinct phases. 

 
Finally, a cross-sectional depth analysis of the coatings has been 

conducted in order to determine any depth effects of diffusion and pick-up. 
There was a layer approximately 20 µm deep, which contained clearly 
separated phases of Al and Cr. The concentration of Al was slightly higher 
in this band, in line with existing models where Al and Cr diffuse into the 
surface due to preferential affinity for oxidation, Figure 6.15. Deeper than 
this band the composition did not change as a function of depth. 
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Figure 6.15 – Left: BSE cross section on the coated sample after 100h test. 
Right: elemental composition of the 20 µm surface layer, and representative 
composition deeper inside the sample. (Legend: from left to right.) 

 
This was the first experiment, which was a proof of principle test and 

was successful as such. Furthermore the pick-up has been reduced as a result 
of this coating. Additionally the numerical results from this test are in line 
with existing models for pick-up suppression and the basic mechanism of 
pick-up. Based on literature the shortcomings of this coating are due to 
insufficient amount of Al that was not able to construct a universal 
homogeneous protective layer at the surface. 

6.6   Amdry powders 

Based on the results with Praxair Ni-278 and the oxidation and 
manganese resistance theory from literature it was concluded that new 
powder candidates should be looked into. Ideally with higher Al content 
and/or addition of Co. Sultzer Metco provides commercially available 
Amdry line of powders for thermal spray application which included 
powders that matched the specification. 

6.6.1   Amdry 962 

The composition of this powder is: Ni 22Cr 9.5Al 1.0Y Wt % 
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 Figure 6.16 – Optical microscopy image of the Amdry 962 powder cross-section. 

 
Porosity is present inside approximately ¼ of the powder particles, 

although in most cases it constitutes a small fraction of the particle, Figure 
6.16. The particles are smooth and homogeneous. Combination of BSE 
imaging and EDS analysis has revealed Ni-Cr matrix, Al rich inserts and Y 
rich clusters. X-ray diffraction was inconclusive, showing only individual 
signatures for Ni, Cr and Al phases. 

The hardness of a laser clad coating is 400 HV at 2.5N. This coating 
was cladded easily with no cracking and small amount of porosity. This 
porosity can be eliminated almost entirely by tuning of processing 
parameters. 

6.6.2   Amdry 962 – static test – results 

Firstly, 1 day contact test at 1200 °C was carried out with the same 
configuration as for the previous coating The differences between the centre 
and side of the coating are again considered separately. In this case, Mn pick 
up was supressed in the centre, but not at the side, Figure 6.17. 
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Figure 6.17 – Elemental compositions for the Amdry 962 coated sample (top), uncoated 
reference substrate materials (middle) and AHSS counter material (bottom). In each case 
initial composition is shown. Surface composition after the test are shown for centre and 
edge of the sample. For the counter material compositions are shown after the test inside 
and outside of the contact area. 1 day test. 
 

What is interesting to notice is that there is a clear increase in the 
presence of both Al and Cr at the surface for the section where the Mn 
suppression was successful, once again in line with previous observations 
(Figures 6.11-6.15) and theoretical understanding from literature (section 
6.3.2). Furthermore, the amount of Mn suppression is much less in each case 
than for the uncoated reference, while the amount of oxidation was roughly 
the same in both cases. Furthermore looking at the AHSS sample it is clear 
that Mn indeed migrates to the surface where it accumulates in large 
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amounts outside of the contact area, which then gets transferred inside the 
contact area onto the sample.  
 

 
Figure 6.18 – Elemental compositions for the Amdry 962 coated sample (top), uncoated 
reference substrate material (middle) and AHSS counter material (bottom). In each case 
initial composition is shown. Surface compositions after the test are shown for centre and 
edge of the sample. For the counter material compositions are shown after the test inside 
and outside of the contact area. 5 day test. 
 

The results of the 5 days test are shown in Figure 6.18. After 5 days the 
results are similar to what was achieved with the Praxair powder. The 
maximum amount of Mn picked up was around 4 Wt % at 100h. This 
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occurred in sections of the surface with Al % less than nominal composition. 
Furthermore: 

- There is a clear correlation with the amount of Al and amount of Mn 
transferred 

- For the edge of the sample there was clearly less oxidation than for 
uncoated reference 

- Surface Cr concentrations have increased in all cases; for uncoated 
sample this seems to result in approximately 50% suppression of Mn 
(with reference to what is found on surface of AHSS) – which is in 
line with the understanding from Figure 6.3 as Cr and Mn are very 
close in free energy of oxidation, so we indeed expect a 50% 
suppression with Cr alone 

- 7.2 Wt % Al is not effective at suppressing Mn completely; section 
of the surface with increased Wt % of Al resulted in superior Mn 
suppression. 

 
This suggests that indeed the coating choice is along the right direction and 
further confirms previous assertions. We can also conclude that the nominal 
proportion of Al still needs to be higher. 

6.6.3   Amdry 386-3 

The composition of this powder is: Ni 22Co 17Cr 12.5Al 1.0Y Wt % 
 

 
Figure 6.19 – Optical microscopy image of the Amdry 386-3 powder 
cross-sections. 
 
Porosity is present inside approximately ½ of the powder particles, 

Figure 6.19. The particles are smooth and homogeneous. EDS and BSE 
analysis has shown uniform distribution of Ni and Co, with 3 phases relating 
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to the dominance of Al, Cr and Y (rare clusters). X-ray diffraction was not 
conclusive showing signatures for Al-Ni phase and Co carbides. 

The hardness of a laser clad coating is 550 HV at 2.5N. The coating 
was cladded with no cracking but with large porosity. This was improved by 
tuning processing parameters, high overlap of successive tracks especially 
helps due to re-melting. It was not possible to eliminate the porosity entirely. 

6.6.4   Amdry 386-3 – static contact test – results 

For this coating only a 5 day test was carried out but with the same 
stipulations as for the previous coating candidates. The key difference of this 
coating in terms of composition is higher amount of Al and presence of Co. 

 
At first glance we can notice that for this coating there was a 

maximum of 1.5 (± 1) Wt % Mn at 100h, Figure 6.20, which offers 
significant improvement over previous coating candidates. Furthermore, let 
us consider a few other observations 

- In all previous cases and this case also the amount of Ni at the 
surface is diminished 

- Co is present in this coating only and is not noticeably diminished – 
this can play a role in helping to strengthen coating integrity long 
term 

- Both Al and Cr again increased at the surface during the tests 
- This test saw the highest amount of Al Wt % 
- In the centre of the coating the Mn pick-up was suppressed 

completely 
- For the uncoated reference sample the amount of Cr is again 

approximately doubled, which correlates with 50% Mn suppression. 
 

An intrinsic problem with the experimental design is that the sample has 
an inhomogeneous oxidation due to central part being shielded during the 
contact. For this reason a new sample was prepared with a wavy surface (in 
fact, un-machined and unpolished laser cladded sample) in order to allow 
more oxygen to enter the middle of the coating, Figure 6.21. 
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Figure 6.20 – Elemental compositions for the Amdry 386-3 coated sample (top), uncoated 
reference (middle) and AHSS counter material (bottom). In each case initial composition is 
shown. For the samples after the test, composition is shown for centre and edge of the 
sample separately. For the counter material compositions are shown after the test inside and 
outside of the contact area. 5 day test.  
 

 
Figure 6.21 – Photograph of the new (larger) samples with wavy surface after the 
test with AHSS counter. 
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The results after 100h contact test were still similar to the previous test with 
Mn % 0 in the centre of the sample and 1 (± 1) Wt % near the edges, Figure 
6.22.  
 

 
Figure 6.22 – Elemental compositions for the Amdry 386-3 coated sample (top), uncoated 
reference (middle) and AHSS counter material (bottom). In each case initial composition is 
shown. For the samples after the test, composition is shown for centre and edge of the 
sample separately. For the counter material compositions are shown after the test inside and 
outside of the contact area. 5 day test with larger and wavy surface area. 
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It is important to note that near the edges it is also possible to 
experience some edge effects such as less supply of Al and Y for the 
protective layer. Interestingly, in this case there was a large amount of Y at 
the surface of the sample, 13-15 Wt %. The reason for this is unclear. Cross 
sectional analysis reveals no change in elemental composition below a thin 
surface (several micrometres) layer, which contains primarily Cr, Al and Y 
oxides, which is in line with the description of a protective layer discussed in 
section 6.3.2. 
 
In conclusion the Amdry 386-3 powder is the most promising in terms of 
both hardness and resistance to Mn pick up. 

6.7   Rolling contact test design 

Following the success of the static pick up test a rolling contact test 
was designed. In this test two discs are in contact while simultaneously 
moving in a single direction (without reversal) at the same speed (no 
slipping). One disc simulates the slab and is made of the slab material and 
the other disc simulates coated roll and has the coating applied on the rim in 
a perpendicular contact with the first disc, Figure 6.23. 
 

 
Figure 6.23: Test set-up for rolling contact test in Twente University. The smaller 
vertical disc is coated on the rim and simulates the roll. The larger horizontal disc 
simulates the slab. 
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There were several tests conducted, each at 2 hours duration: 
• Rolling contact without slip 
• Load 15 N 
• Speed 100 mm / s 
• T = 800 °C 
• Nitrogen flow – 16 l per minute 

6.7.1   Rolling contact test results 

At the surface there was a clear wear track on the counter material 
disc and a continuous layer of picked-up material of Amdry-coated rim of 
the ‘roll’ disc, Figure 6.24. It can be clearly seen that some of the material 
from the disc has been pushed out and to the side during the rolling test. It is 
possible that pick up here is mechanical due to the geometry of the set-up, 
especially if some of the pushed-out material falls back into the wear track 
during test. 
 

  
Figure 6.24 – Left: counter material after test. Right: Amdry 386-3 coated disc 
showing picked-up material (BSE image). 

 
Elemental analysis reveals that the picked up track is primarily iron 

oxide, and has basically the composition of the counter material, but heavily 
oxidised. Such a pick up cannot be attributed to Mn and is too large for such 
a short period of time, therefore is likely mechanical. Two samples were 
investigated in several locations along the rim of the disc with EDS 
measurements showing the Mn content was always less than 1 % Wt. 

Cross sectional analysis shows a layer of Cr oxide forming at the 
surface, although Al oxide layer has not formed at the surface. This is in line 
with the literature that Cr oxidises first, followed by Al later on, Figure 6.25. 
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Figure 6.25: Transversal cross section of the Amdry 386-3 coated disc after the 
test. Left: SE image. Right: Selected EDS maps of the same area. 
 

 
Figure 6.26: Elemental overlay of a cross section of Amdry 386-3 coating showing 
a section with the picked up material. Nitrogen atmosphere. 

 

 
Figure 6.27: Elemental overlay of a cross section of Amdry 386-3 coating showing 
a section with the picked up material. Nitrogen-hydrogen atmosphere. 
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Section containing iron oxide pick up is represented in Figure 6.26, 
where we can see heavy oxidation of the iron manganese containing 
material together with a protective layer forming underneath, which again 
does not contain Al oxide yet but prevents further diffusion into the coating. 

It can be seen from these results that there is a strong oxidation, 
which can be attributed due to the set up not being completely closed or to 
oxygen originating from the nitrogen bottle. An extensive effort has been 
undertaken to improve this, but it was not possible to fully eliminate 
oxidation. Finally, a nitrogen – hydrogen mixture has been used (which also 
more closely represents industrial conditions) in order to minimise 
oxidation. 

There was still a continuous track of material on the rim of the 
Amdry 386-3 coated disc, but this layer was much thinner, less oxidised and 
most of the time peeled off when preparing cross sections. This suggests the 
nature of the pick-up was mainly mechanical sticking at temperature rather 
than a fully diffusion-driven (diluted) metallurgical bond with the coating. 
Most cross sections showed no material picked up and only trace amounts of 
Mn close to the surface. Figure 6.27 shows a section with an amount of 
picked up material, which was much more rare than with nitrogen 
atmosphere. Note that the thickness of the layer is much less and there is also 
very little oxidation. The protective layer has not formed yet. 

6.7.2   Silicone tests 

Silicon pick up resistance is also of industrial interest, although it 
was not a primary goal when designing the coating and literature is very 
limited on this subject. We can, however, expect our coating design to be in 
line with prevention of Si pick-up as well as we expect Al protective layer to 
function against Si as can be seen from the Ellingham diagram in Figure 6.3. 

The rolling contact tests were also done, with the same 
specifications, on counter material made of electrical steel – Fe 3.6Si Wt %. 

In this test the nitrogen-hydrogen atmosphere was used with a 
similar result as for manganese: a thin layer of mechanically picked up 
material. There was a homogenous less than 1% Wt amount of Si in most of 
the coating, with the exception of sections containing large amounts of iron 
oxide pick-up which has 2% Wt of Si. These were again rare, but it is 
unclear whether this coating can prevent long term seeding and pick up of Si 
as our tests were limited to two hours. Furthermore we have seen in Figure 
6.11 that static pick-up of Si was already supressed even with the Praxair 
coating. The pick-up of Si discovered in this experiment is likely related to 
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simple sticking of material from the disc that simulates the slab due to Fe 
oxide pick-up characteristic to this type of test. 

6.7.3   Pre-oxidation of Amdry 386-3 coated discs for rolling contact test in 
Twente 

Since the protective layer that prevents pick up in laser clad Amdry 
386-3 coatings relies on Al oxide layer formation it was thought that 
pre-oxidation of 100 h in the furnace prior to test could help to reduce the 
pick up further as this layer is normally not present from the start but instead 
develops over time. 

Let us consider a comparison between a sample that was subjected to 
pre-oxidation and a standard Amdry 386-3 coated sample (no 
pre-oxidation). In Figure 6.28 there are elemental maps for surface of a 
sample after the test that has been pre-oxidized (left half) and for the 
reference (right side). The test conditions were the same in both cases (2h 
rolling contact test with same test geometry, contact area and load). Firstly 
an elemental overlay is shown, with also some individual elemental maps 
shown. 

The elemental overlay gives an insight to how the elements are 
distributed on the surface. The colours for the pre-oxidized case are very 
distinct as the surface is very Al rich with the wear track composed of other 
elements inside the sample as well as picked up material such as Fe or Mn. 
The reference shows a mixture of many colours as a continous Al oxide 
layer is not present. This is reinforced by considering individual elemental 
maps. From both the elemental overall as well as the individual elemental 
maps it is clear that the pick-up is confined to the wear track. 

The clear difference comes in terms of the thickness of the wear 
track. For the pre-oxidized case the typical width of the wear track region is 
between 1 and 1.5 mm wide. For the reference sample that has not been 
pre-oxidized  the width of the pick-up track is almost 2 mm on average, 
therefore the size of the pick-up area has increased by 30-40% with respect 
to the sample that has been pre-oxidized. 
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Figure 6.28 – Comparison of pre-oxidized (left half) and default (right half) 
samples: Elemental overlays from EDS on top of an SEM images for surface pick 
up area on the Amdry 386-3 coated sample. The colours represent elemental maps 
as follows: light blue: Al, dark blue: Co, dark orange: Fe, green: O, white: Cr and 
yellow-orange: Ni. Selected individual maps are shown below as well as SEM 
image. 

 
Finally we can consider the actual amounts of Fe and Mn picked up 

between these two cases to determine whether inside the pick-up area (and 
outside) there are any differences, Tables 6.1 and 6.2. 
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 Table 6.1 – Elemental compositions of a sample without pre-oxidation. 
Without pre-oxidation (At %) 

Picked-up segment     Outside of pick-up area 
C   13.4        15 
N   1.4        0.6 
O   46        50.2 
Al  7        6.2 
Si  0.4        0.2 
Y   0.1        0 
Cr  3.7        1.5 
Mn  0.2        0.1 
Fe  15.3        16.9 
Co  3.5        2.3 
Ni  9.2        7 
 
 Table 6.2 – Elemental compositions of a pre-oxidised sample. 

Pre-oxidized sample (At %) 
Picked-up segment     Outside of pick-up area 
C   16.8        5.7 
O   38.9        50.3 
Al  8.9        40.3 
Si 0        0 
Y   0.1        0.1 
Cr  7.6        1.5 
Mn  0.4        0 
Fe  13        0.4 
Co  4.8        0.8 
Ni  9.6        1 
 

It is clear that in the case of the pre-oxidized sample the Al oxide 
dominates the area outside of the pick-up segment, which is as expected. 
What is interesting to note is that in this case the iron oxide pick up is also 
completely suppressed outside of the pick-up segment. 

From this analysis there is a clear conclusion that pre-oxidation helps 
to reduce the total size of the pick-up area by approximately 1/3 as a result of 
the protective Al oxide layer already being present from the onset of the 
experiment. Furthermore, Fe and Mn pick-up is further suppressed outside 
of the pick-up area (area close to the pick was still in partial contact during 
experiment). Therefore it is clear that pre-oxidation has shown very 
successful results and should be considered to further the effectiveness of 
the Amdry 386-3 coating. Additionally this result is in line with expectations 
based on previously discussed stipulations (section 6.3.1 and 6.3.2) 
regarding suppression of other oxides and their pick up in the presence of Al. 
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Finally, this result is in line with literature where the pick-up actually begins 
due to Fe oxide sticking which then facilitates as a seed for further pick up 
together with Mn diffusion. A peroxidised Amdry 386-3 coating shows a 
strong potential to supress both in both dynamic and static test. 

6.7.4   Analysis and comparison for various rolling contact tests 

Let us consider an aggregation of a large set of measurements at 
cross sections and surfaces of several samples from different rolling contact 
tests that were conducted with the Amdry 386-3 coated sample. For the 
purpose of this comparison 3 different regions (cross-sectional analysis) of 
interest have been investigated and compared: the “wear track” on the 
coating after test that contains the material transferred from the slab, i.e. the 
pick-up segment; the surface of the coating next to the pick-up and/or the 
interface between pick-up and the rest of the coating, i.e. interface segment; 
and the area deeper inside the sample where the composition does not 
change appreciably with depth (usually more than 10 µm deep), i.e. deep 
inside the sample. 

Such an aggregation of elemental compositions with depth is 
represented in Figure 6.29. It is clear from the figure that while the Mn 
transfer continues to be supressed there is a clear indication of iron oxide 
pick up from the slab material. We can furthermore notice a clear correlation 
between the presence of this pick up and depletion of Al. Furthermore we 
can notice a clear depletion of Ni and to some extent Co at the surface, 
especially inside the pick-up zone. 

The situation is clearly different for a peroxidised coating, Figure 
6.30, where even though we can expect some of the protective Al oxide 
layer to be worn away during wear test never the less this has helped 
significantly in reducing the amount of iron oxide pick up. This has been 
shown above in the surface analysis but here the contrast between 
peroxidised and non-peroxidised coating is very noticeable. Additionally, 
loss of Ni and Co at the surface is significantly less suggesting that 
peroxidation benefits the overall coating integrity. 
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Figure 6.29 – Amdry 386-3 coating aggregate results from various tests without 
pre-oxidation showing elemental composition changes from the pick-up region 
deep into the coating, in Wt %. 

 

 
Figure 6.30 – Pre-oxidised Amdry 386-3 coating; results from various tests with 
peroxidation showing elemental composition changes from the pick-up region 
deep into the coating, in Wt %. 
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One might conclude that iron oxide pick up is a significant problem 
that was not eliminated completely. It should however be noted that in live 
factory conditions this problem should be much less for several reasons. In 
our tests there was a small disc representing the slab where the coated disc 
was repeatedly in contact with the same area. At the same time the coated 
disc had a small surface area in contact with only a small section of the slab 
material. In industrial conditions there is a wide contact area and there is 
continuously new material in contact with the coated roll. This means that 
our experiment was a really extreme test case as such build-up of material 
from the counter piece would not occur in industrial setting for a much 
longer period of time. 

Additionally, it has been shown that iron oxide pick up arises 
because of the dynamic process, but can be supressed by presence of Al in 
the coating. The data suggests that for an effective and reliable suppression 
of pick up close to 10 Wt % of Al is needed. It has been shown that a reliable 
surface protection with this minimal concentration can be achieved easily 
via pre-oxidation. 

6.8   Praxair plasma spray coating re-melting 

6.8.1   Coating overview 

Praxair spray coatings that are currently in use at Tata Steel 
continuous annealing lines have been supplied for investigation and 
comparative study. Additionally it provides a benchmark for comparison to 
the development of the laser-clad coating for the same purpose. Firstly, let 
us consider the general characteristics and composition of the four coatings. 
The coatings can be labelled for convenience as follows (carbon not shown):  

 
LC056 (Co-based coating 1): 8.3O 15.2Al 13.5Cr 31.1Co 6.4Ta Wt% 
LC017 (Co-based coating 2): 4.7O 9.1Al 17.5Cr 40.1Co 8Ta  
DPC74 (Ni-based coating): 4.2O 1.8Al 3.9W 11.8Cr 1.5Fe 33.5Ni 37.9Y 
LC1C (Cr-C coating): 75% Cr-C and 25% Ni-Cr 
 

Table 6.3 – comparison of Praxair spray coatings. 
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Figure 6.31 – Optical images of the coating cross-sections. From top left 
clockwise: LC056, LC017, LC1C and DPC74. 

 

 
Figure 6.32 – Hardness measurements on individual coatings. 
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Table 6.3 shows a comparative overview of different properties of 
the four Praxair spray coatings and Figure 6.31 cross-sections of the 
coatings revealing the coating thickness, defects and compositions 
consisting of discrete phases. Results of the Vickers hardness measurements 
are presented in Figure 6.32. Note that there is an increase in hardness close 
to the coating in the substrate.  

6.8.2   Laser re-melting 

Re-melting was conducted on the four samples in order to examine 
whether laser treatment can be used to further improve the properties of the 
coatings and repair cracking. As there was only one sample of each coating 
available and the samples were very small it was not possible to tune the 
process to find optimal conditions for each coating. Instead, the process 
tuning was done for the whole set of samples. The processing parameters 
that were used are summarised in Table 6.4. In each case the laser power 
was varied gradually with a linear increase over time. The re-melting was 
done in several revolutions as a spiral with the target overlap between 
successive tracks indicated. This changes the laser spot size diameter from ~ 
3.4 mm to ~ 2.0 mm. 
 

Table 6.4 – Processing parameters used in laser re-melting for each of the four 
samples. Unless otherwise specified the parameters were the same as in the above 
case. 

 
 

For the purpose of analysis, a cross section transversal to the 
direction of the tracks was made. 

6.8.2.1   Co-based coating 1 – LC056 

Firstly there was no effect of the laser power and  roughly in the 
middle of the coating there was a small section with an evidence of phase 
segregation in the upper regions of the coating as a result of re-melting. The 
bottom half of the coating was unaffected. Subsequently the coating 

beam scanning
power defocus speed Ar
(W) (mm) (mm/s) (L/min)

DPC74 Ni-based 150 - 450 23 15 15 displacement 1 mm (target OR 66 %)
LC056 Co-based 1 250-450 23 15 15 displacement 1 mm (target OR 66 %)
LC017 Co-based 2 200-300 13 15 15 the defocus makes around 50 % OR
LC1C Cr-based 200-300 23 15 15 displacement 1 mm (target OR 66 %)

remarkslaser
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becomes detached for higher laser powers. Two cross-sections were 
examined with the same gradual behaviour observed in both cases. 
 In the middle regions of the coating where the phase segregation can 
be observed thickness has decreased from an average value of 100 ± 8 µm to 
87 ± 5 µm. The phase segregation has been examined in more detailed using 
BSE imaging and EDS mapping, Figure 6.33. The white particles in the BSE 
image are rich in Tantalum. These particles are observed in the 
non-re-melted regions as small clusters. The aggregates become larger in the 
re-melted areas and are mainly found in the Co-Cr phase. The segregated 
layers are approximately 15 – 25 µm. 
 

 
Figure 6.33: BSE image and EDS mapping of the same area showing that the 
Alumina phase is segregated to the top of the coating and Cr-Co rich phase directly 
below with the rest of the coating apparently unchanged. 

Co 

Al 
Cr 
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6.8.2.2   Co-based coating 2 – LC017 

In this sample most of the coating was completely fused into the 
substrate, creating layers resembling laser clad layers, but with a 
composition that is a mixture of the coating and of the substrate 
composition. At the start of the re-melting parts of the original coating can 
still be seen between tracks, but later somewhere close to the middle of the 
coating these disappear completely and the result is a continuous 
recombined region until the end of the coating. Two cross-sections were 
made for examination (on either side of the bar) with the same gradual 
behaviour observed in both cases. The maximum depth of these layers 
increases gradually from 270 µm at the start of the re-melting to 350 µm at 
the end of the re-melting. This corresponds to a mean dilution of 
approximately 30 %. 

At the transition there is a high porosity and a high segregation of the 
phases. The transition area has been examined with EDS. Aluminium oxide 
is gone from the recombined region and the rest of the material is mixed 
with iron and nickel, which originate from the substrate. The hardness of the 
recombined (diluted) region for HV 2.5N is 432.8 ± 65.3, compared with 
965.6 ± 31.3 for the spray coating and the hardness of the substrate is 202.6 
± 7.6, which decreases only negligibly further away from the interface. This 
change in hardness is due to mixing with a softer substrate and 
disappearance of Al-oxide and amorphous phases. 

6.8.2.3   Ni-based coating – DPC74 

Most of this coating was unaffected by the re-melting. Two 
cross-sections were available for examination (on either side of the bar) with 
the same gradual behaviour observed in both cases. Towards the end of the 
re-melting track (at 450 W) there was a phase segregation at the top of the 
coating, Figure 6.34. After that the coating detached. 

 

 
Figure 6.34 – Optical microscope images showing Y layer (charcoal colour). 
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Figure 6.35: BSE image and EDS mapping of a section of the DPC74 coating with 
a layer of high yttrium concentration. 
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Figure 6.35 examines the phase segregation from the last part of 
Figure 6.34 more closely. Here we can see a very clear segregation of 
phases, namely, most of the yttrium comes to the top of the coating forming 
a layer of highly concentrated yttrium. This can be seen as a charcoal 
coloured layer on optical images, Figure 5.34, or as a bright white layer on 
BSE images, Figure 6.35. Similar effect of Y coming out to the top of 
coating has been observed during laser cladding of Ni 278 powder where it 
formed localised clusters of Y-Al. The thickness of the whole coating at this 
section is approximately 70 µm, out of which the Y layer is ~ 17 µm thick. 
This can be contrasted with the thickness of non-re-melted coating of 90 µm. 

The BSE images in Figure 6.35 reveal that the Y layer appears to be 
composed of distinct phases, which are investigated in more detailed in 
Figure 6.35. The brighter areas contain very high concentration of Y and 
traces of other elements and the darker matrix in between contains Y-Al 
phase. 

6.8.2.4   Cr-based coating – LC1C 

There is no evidence of re-melting in this coating, but instead at 
higher laser powers the coating expands resulting in cracking and high 
porosity. This is due to thermal mismatch as the coating consists of 
amorphous clearly segregated phases with different coefficients of thermal 
expansion. Two cross-sections were available for examination (on either 
side of the bar) with the same gradual behaviour observed in both cases. The 
expansion of the coating was from an original 95 µm thickness before 
re-melting to 140 µm. Figure 6.36 shows a detail close up of an end section 
with the very high porosity. At higher laser powers there is a sudden 
complete re-melting into the substrate. 
 

 
Figure 6.36: severe cracking and porosity after laser treatment. 
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6.8.3   Pick up tests 

It is useful to compare the pick up on Praxair spray coatings with the 
pick up on the laser cladded coatings we are developing for reference as 
Praxair spray coatings are currently in use by Tata Steel. 

A simple contact test was carried out on all four coatings in the 
furnace at 800 ºC with a continuous flow protective nitrogen atmosphere. 

The samples were provided as small bars that were partially coated 
by the plasma spray with the end tip also coated thus providing a small flat 
area, Figure 6.37, which was then cut off for the purpose of the contact 
pick-up test. 
 

 
Figure 6.37 – Praxair spray coating samples before experiment showing the end 
tips cut off for the pick-up test. 

 
The samples were tested against AHSS samples to evaluate Mn 

transfer for 4 days. The amounts of manganese picked were as follows: 
 
LC056  2.2 % Wt 
LC017  1.7 % Wt 
DPC74  4.1 % Wt 
LC1C  1.0 % Wt   
 
In comparison the Amdry 386-3 coating had 0.2 – 1.2 % Wt of Mn 
picked-up. 
 

Hence we can see that the laser cladded Amdry coating is superior to 
most of the plasma spray coatings and is comparable to LC1C coating in 
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terms of the maximum Wt % of Mn picked-up. Furthermore, the thickness 
of the plasma spray coatings was 50 – 80 µm whereas the laser cladded 
coatings can be made in principle to any thickness and can easily be repaired 
when worn off. 

6.8.4   Praxair spray coating re-melting summary 

Only the LC017 coating has shown a positive result of a complete 
transformation as a result of laser re-melting with a perfect metallurgical 
bond, however due to the mixing with the substrate the hardness was 
considerably decreased. 

For coatings LC056 and DPC74 it appears that there is only a narrow 
range of processing parameters for which partial re-melting exists and 
further increase in laser power results in complete loss of the coating. 

Coating LC1C is also completely unsuitable for re-melting as it 
results in extreme porosity followed by a complete loss of the coating. 

Overall, none of the coatings can be used with laser re-melting to 
improve their properties. 

6.9   Conclusions 

According to the understanding of the pick-up problem related to 
manganese oxides during steel manufacturing, NiCrAlY coatings are the 
best option, especially when used as laser clad coatings. Our pick up tests 
are in line with what is reported in the literature and present a good option to 
address the pick-up problem in steel industry, especially when using Amdry 
386-3 laser clad coating. This coating shows comparable or better resistance 
in comparison to thermally sprayed Praxair LC1C coating. There are 
additional advantages relating to the laser cladding technique. 

The iron oxide pick up during the rolling contact tests appears to be 
primarily of mechanical origin, i.e. sticking of material at heat, related to test 
set-up and geometry and is likely to be considerably less during industrial 
process, due to difference in geometry, forces and constant change of 
material. This mechanism is further in line with existing models in the 
literature, however, and the effectiveness of this coating to reduce this pick 
up is a very positive result in this regard. Further effectiveness of this 
coating can be enhanced via pre-oxidation. This has helped to understand 
how the coating works in terms of pick-up suppression, Figure 6.38, and can 
be used in industrial conditions to further suppress pick-up if early seeding is 
experienced. However, it is expected that in industrial conditions the early 
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pick-up seeding should be much less likely to occur due to differences in roll 
contact geometry. 
 

 
Figure 6.38 – A schematic diagram of migration of different elements in both 
coating and slab (left) and subsequent pick-up suppression due to protective oxide 
formation (right). Slab is on the top, coating bottom in each case. 

 
Whilst this coating and tests were designed with Mn pick-up 

suppression in mind, there a theoretical (section 6.3.1) and experimental 
evidence (section 6.7.2 and Figure 6.11) suggesting Si pick-up suppression 
will be effective with the same coating. 
 
The novelty of this work can be summarised as follows: 

- A laser clad coating for the application to the continuous annealing 
lines 

- The coating is able to suppress pick-up of Mn and Si at high 
temperature 

- Application of pre-oxidation to the protective coating in order to 
further improve existing properties 

- Rolling contact test design for the testing of pick-up and wear at high 
temperature 

 
 
 
Publications relating to this Chapter: 
 
O. Nenadl, P. Heidema, D. van Dijk, V. Ocelík and J. Th. M. De Hosson, Laser clad 
coating for suppression of Mn pick-up on continuous annealing lines [sumbitted] 
 
O. Nenadl, D. Matthews, V. Ocelík and J. Th. M. De Hosson, Rolling contact 
design for testing pick-up and wear at high temperature [submitted] 





  Chapter 7

Conclusions and outlook 

 This chapter summarizes the main conclusions of this thesis. A general 
overview of the thesis is presented, and an outlook for future experimental and 
theoretical developments is also included. 

7.1   Overview and conclusions 

 This work presented in this thesis has centred on the use of lasers for metallic 
surface modification with the vision of an immediate practical and industrially 
applied solutions to existing challenges in mind. As such, both laser re-melting and 
laser cladding techniques have been explored. 
 The industrial application is towards increasing the resistance and lifetime of 
rolls that deliver metal slabs in steel manufacturing, but the principle ideas and 
results can easily be extended to wide range of other practical applications. 
 We have seen that a simple process such as laser re-melting can be used to 
enhance the surface properties of a metal alloy due to microstructural changes 
resulting from this process. 
 Likewise, it has been shown that laser cladding is a very versatile tool that 
leads to superior surface properties on an inexpensive bulk substrate and can be 
used to solve various surface challenges. At the same time this technique has 
applications in additive manufacturing where an arbitrary shape or object can be 
built layer by layer on an metallic surface. 
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In summary, the main points are as follows: 
•  A versatile model for the prediction of an entire 3D geometry of laser 

based depositions with excellent experimental agreement based entirely on 
easy-to-control process parameters. 

• Easy to use guide for understanding, interpretation and prediction of 
texture in laser based depositions. 

• Application of laser re-melting to an existing alloy resulting in significant 
improvement – which has been correlated to microstructural changes – 
which has been explained in terms of grain structure evolution. 

• Application of laser cladding to produce resistive coating capable of 
withstanding high temperature and showing excellent resistance to build 
up of material in steel manufacturing process – which has been correlated 
with existing knowledge and chemical composition. 

7.2   Outlook and future work 

 It is common in both fundamental science and applied research and 
development as well as in philosophy that answering a question or solving a 
challenge leads to new questions and/or challenges. 
 For instance, the models for laser cladding presented in this thesis open 
possibilities for new additions and expansions of these models as well as to be 
tested by the wide scientific community and possibly extended to other materials 
and process. 
 The industrially applied results of laser cladding and laser re-melting still 
require live trials in industrial conditions as well as upscaling of processing 
parameters. 
 Generally speaking, we have seen that when a solution or explanation of a 
challenge/phenomena has been arrived at, it involved correlation of macroscopic 
surface properties to microstructure of material, which in turn had a clear 
correlation to the processing parameters used during laser treatment. 
 Laser cladding in particular is still a young field and therefore there are many 
possibilities for new work, discoveries and solutions to be arrived at if one simply 
keeps the above in mind. 
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	This thesis focuses on laser based modification of a metallic surface which presents the possibility to modify the surface of a metallic sample in a way that results in superior properties while being cost effective. As such, this approach is of high interest for industrial application. The first half of the thesis deals with theoretical predictions of geometry and texture of laser treated surface. The second half revolves around a particular industrial application to the steel manufacturing, where rolls are used to deliver slabs of metal. The industrial applications found in this thesis are centred on the improvement of the properties and lifetime of these rolls. Nonetheless, the technique and principles described herewith are applicable to a wide range of other practical uses, such as 3D printing, tool repair etc.
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